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ABSTRACT
This thesis examines the work of director Nikos Psacharopoulos on the plays of
Anton Chekhov while Executive Director at The WiUiamstown Theatre Festival in
Massachusetts. Components of Psacharopoulos' productions are contextualized within
an American tradition of producing Chekhov and elements identified in previous research
by Laurence Senelick. Using the constituents of Senelick's analysis, Psacharopoulos'
work is examined in two general areas: his teaching, directing, and rehearsal techniques
with the Chekhov texts, and the qualities in production of the plays at The WiUiamstown
Theatre Festival between 1962 and 1986. This study offers, for the first time, a scholarly
examination of Psacharopoulos' work and considers the director's position as an
American producer of Chekhov's plays. As one of the most prolific directors of Chekhov
in North America, Nikos Psacharopoulos emerges from this study as an essential
component in any fiiture consideration of Chekhov production in the United States.
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I.

CHEKHOV AND AN AMERICAN TRADITION

"I think American people are a working kind of people, and I think Chekhov's Russians
are like that too. And passionate, capable of big mood swings, and a little larger than
life" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Hackett, The Actor's Chekhov 112).

When the Russian productions of Anton Chekhov's plays finally arrived in New
York in 1923, American artists and audiences were waiting in awe of the great dramas, as
produced by The Moscow Art Theatre, anticipating the revelation of these reputedly
irmovative studies in naturalism. Written during the period 1889-1903, the full-length
plays of Anton Chekhov gained popularity from the productions of The Moscow Art
Theatre, imder the direction of its company founders, actor Konstantin Stanislavski and
writer Vladimir Nemirovich-Danchenko.' With the 1898 production of The Seagull, the
Moscow Art Theatre triumphed, the &st such achievement for both writer and company.
The renowned success of this production and its popularity with Moscow audiences led
to the commission of three additional Chekhov plays in five years. These works became
critical components of the Moscow Art Theatre's repertoire, achieving varied degrees of
success with Moscow audiences and were realized in productions so celebrated that their
reputation reached all the way to the United States two decades before the productions.
Ivanov, The Seagull Uncle Vanva. Three Sisters, and The Cherrv Orchard are considered
masterpieces of modern theatre and, one hundred years after their creation, are produced
with regularity around the world.
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Following Chekhov's death from tuberculosis in 1904, the Moscow Art Theatre
began its westward tour of the plays in 1905. Stanislavski's productions of Chekhov
ultimately reached the United States in 1923 and played in Russian to audiences
comprised mostly of Russian refiigees, the American elite, and devoted academics,
artists, and critics who knew Chekhov's work and admired the Moscow company's
celebrity director (Allen 107). Following the Moscow Art Theatre tour, Eva LeGallienne
became the &st director in the United States to stage Chekhov on the American stage, in
English, with the premiere of Three Sisters in 1926, at her newly formed 14*** Street Civic
Repertory Theatre in New York City.
Is it possible to identify any characteristics as being essentially American in the
production of Chekhov's plays since the Moscow Art Theatre's tour first appeared in this
country? Has a tradition of producing Chekhov in the United States manifested itself
beyond the early model established by Stanislavski? Is there an intrinsically American
technique for producing Chekhov's plays? Eminent Chekhov scholar Laurence Senelick
seems to think so. In his 1997 historical record of Chekhov in production. The Chekhov
Theatre: A Centiur of the Plavs in Performance. Senelick concludes that the American
legacy is comprised of inadequate training, superficial performances, and a
misunderstanding of Chekhov's form.
Unfortunately, before drawing his conclusion, Senelick does not provide any
more than a cursory examination of the American director, Nikos Psacharopoulos of The
Williamstown Theatre Festival. In The Cambridge Companion to Chekhov. Senelick
writes that Psacharopoulos has "staged more Chekhov productions than any other North
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American director" (127), but the scholar only provides two paragraphs on the director's
work in his 1997 study. Instead, he generalizes the entire American approach of Chekhov
productions as one that reflects underdeveloped and restricted acting and directing
methods and a misapplication of "Chekhov's technique" stemming from a tendency to
rely on the original production models established by the mises-en-scene of Konstantin
Stanislavski and The Moscow Art Theatre renderings of the plays (Chekhov Theatre 283304).
In this thesis, an examination of Nikos Psacharopoulos' work on Chekhov will be
contextualized within the specific elements of Senelick's generalization. Details from a
variety of American productions will elaborate and define the vague language of
Senelick's labels. By establishing these parameters and creating a more detailed
understanding of Senelick's charges, it is intended that a look into the work of Nikos
Psacharopoulos, and his productions of Chekhov's plays at The Williamstown Theatre
Festival in Williamstown, Massachusetts, will provide a more balanced understanding of
a potentially specific "American" tradition as it relates to the production of the plays.
Laurence Senelick is one of the only scholars to attempt such a complete study of
Chekhov's plays in production around the world, and the only one to even mention the
contribution of Nikos Psacharopoulos. David Allen's 2000 text. Performing Chekhov.
examines the history of Chekhov productions in Russia, England, and the United States.
But Allen does so while chronicling the work of only three directors of American
productions: Lee Strasberg, Andrei Serban, and Elizabeth LeCompte. Allen never
attempts to generalize an American production style in the way that Laurence Senelick
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does. Allen's lack of scope makes the Senelick text the most comprehensive analysis
available on the twentieth-century chronology of Anton Chekhov's major plays in
production.
Senelick's study attempts to unfold the total history of Chekhov in performance,
from the original model created in Russia to postmodern, intercultural productions around
the globe at the end of the century, such as Tokyo director Tadaki Suzuki's Kabuki and
Noh influenced productions. Due to the scope of such an enormous undertaking,
Senelick's study suffers from a lack of detail. For example, in his discussion of an
"American" style, Senelick never specifies to what "American" refers. It must be
assumed from how he covers the topic in his book that "American" refers to productions
that have been mounted on stages in the United States, comprised of casts that are drawn
predominantly from actors in this country.
In the brief paragraphs afforded Nikos Psacharopoulos, Senelick describes the
director's approach and methods, summarizing the demonstrated "vitality" of
Psacharopoulos' productions as a "specifically red-blooded American style" of playing
Chekhov (Chekhov Theatre 292). Again ambiguous, Senelick provides no specific
definition of this observation. This thesis will position Psacharopoulos' work within the
context of Senelick's labels surrounding an American tradition in order to provide a more
thorough understanding of the potentially important contributions of this director.
The second chapter of this thesis will identify and contextualize Laurence
Senelick's terms by detailing his apparent understanding of the American style,
specifically focusing on four distinct qualities that he has identified as being prevalent.
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These elements include work on Chekhov's plays before performance and specific
characteristics tied to production qualities. The following two chapters will place
Psacharopoulos' work within the parameters established by the four components of
Senelick's research. Chapter Three will focus on the practices of Psacharopoulos as
director and teacher and the process he employed before and during rehearsals of the
plays. Chapter Four will examine details of Psacharopoulos' productions related to
Senelick's hypothesis contending that American productions are superficial, sentimental,
melodramatic, and model themselves after the early Moscow Art Theatre productions.
The Greek-bom American director and Yale University drama professor, Nikos
Psacharopoulos, founded the Williamstown Theatre Festival. His 1962 production of
The Seagull at Williamstown achieved tremendous success with festival audiences. The
Seagull was followed by fourteen more productions of five of Chekhov's plays over a
span of twenty-four years, before Psacharopoulos' death in 1988. Throughout his career,
Psacharopoulos established a reputation as an actor's director and many American actors
clamored for an opportunity to return to Williamstown in order to work on Chekhov's
plays with Psacharopoulos.
Few remaining, accessible documents spell out the specific theories and practices
of this director. The several textual adaptations of Chekhov's major plays that
Psacharopoulos created for his productions, production prompt books, and personal
directorial notes are no longer officially archived by the festival.^ Though encouraged to
publish texts on pedagogy and production while he was alive, Psacharopoulos never felt
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that acting or directing could be taught on the written page; subsequently, he rarely made
written records of his thoughts, theories, or practices.
Thankfiilly, Psacharopoulos agreed to allow tape recordings to be made of
critiquing sessions he conducted with actors between 1986-88 and, fortunately, Jean
Hackett edited two volumes based on the transcripts of Psacharopoulos' work. The
Actor's Chekhov, published in 1992, contains interviews conducted by Hackett with
eighteen actors and designers who worked on Chekhov in Williamstown with
Psacharopoulos. Additionally, notes taken from discussions led by Psacharopoulos
disclose some of the director's ideas on the Chekhov material, and Hackett has included
them in the book. The second publication. Toward Mastery: An Acting Class with
Nikos Psacharopoulos. appeared in 1998 and compiled the director's critiques verbatim
from audio taped recordings of his acting classes.
Production details have been obtained from a variety of sources in addition to the
record of Psacharopoulos' work found in the Hackett transcripts. These documents
include reviews from several of The Williamstown Theatre Festival productions; the
Broadway Archives videocassette recording of Psacharopoulos' 1974 production of The
Seagull filmed for PBS' Great Performances series; and surviving production programs
obtained from the archives of The Williamstown Theatre Festival.
Laurence Senelick suggests that American productions rely on recreating
Chekhov's plays from production models estabUshed by Stanislavski's direction at The
Moscow Art Theatre. The research of Sharon Carnicke, M. N. Stroyevna, and Nick
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Worrall has been relied on to assist in formulating an understanding between the work of
Psacharopoulos and the precedent estabUshed by Stanislavski.
This thesis will show that Psacharopoulos must occupy an important position in
any thorough consideration of how Chekhov production in America has evolved,
investigated, and formulated its changing course during the last eighty years. The value
of understanding Psacharopoulos' contribution to this development and the important
components of his legacy because of his work with Chekhov is scattered throughout the
transcripts of Hackett's texts. These transcripts will be synthesized with an objective of
making the work of this director accessible and pertinent for scholars conducting fiiture
studies in this area.
At about the same time that Nikos Psacharopoulos started his work on Chekhov at
The Williamstown Theatre Festival in 1962, other directors in the United States were also
beginning to explore a wide range of possible approaches to the major works of Anton
Chekhov. By examining Psacharopoulos' work within the parameters imposed by
Senelick's undefined inferences, it is the objective of this thesis that a more substantive
understanding of an "American" tradition of producing Chekhov, if indeed it can be said
that one exists at all, will be brought to light.
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NOTES
' This thesis makes use of the Library of Congress method of transliteration
without diacritical marks for soft signs.
^ It is indeterminable how many of the plays at Williamstown Psacharopoulos
adapted because the production programs do not consistently credit adaptors. Stark
Young adapted The Seagull of 1974; Psacharopoulos adapted the 1980 production of The
Cherry Orchard.
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11.

LAURENCE SENELICK' S "AMERICAN TRADITION"

"What is the thing about great artists? It is not their hand, it's not they draw brilliantly; it
is they see brilliantly. They see and then they respond. But the first thing is to be able to
see" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Hackett, Toward Mastery 20).

Laurence Senelick is Fletcher Professor of Drama and Oratory at Tufts University
and Honorary Curator of Russian Drama and Theatre at the Harvard Theatre Collection.
He is a scholar of Russian dramatic theory; he has studied Chekhov's work and legacy
and remains one of few scholars to publish in the area of Chekhov production. In his
1997 study, Senelick revisits the topic of Chekhov's plays in production, which he had
discussed more superficially in his 1985 Anton Chekhov, a broad-scoped discussion of
Chekhov's life and interpretation of his major plays.
Senelick's recent and ambitious text examines the chronology of the plays'
performances, details components of Chekhov production, attempts to comprehensively
categorize the contributions of many directors of Chekhov, and considers the reception of
Chekhov's plays in world culture. Senelick's book contains two chapters devoted to the
American history of Chekhov production, one chapter covering the period 1900-1944,
and a second focusing on the years 1950-1995. The fact that such a discussion of
Chekhov production in the United States is included makes this 1997 publication one of a
kind. Unfortimately, his discussion of the American history is brief and both sections of
the book comprise less than one-tenth of the entire study.
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In his chapter, "All American Chekhov (1950-1995)," Senelick identifies four
related characteristics that he feels are "endemic problems" in the American productions
of Chekhov's plays. First, he suggests that an "inadequate" training and technique of
directors and actors prevent American companies from discovering the fiill potential of
Chekhov's plays. Second, he blames the methods of American rehearsals and
"circumscribed rehearsal periods and casts assembled for the nonce" for preventing any
"finesse and subtlety" from appearing in performance. Third, he characteristically
describes the depth, type, and quality of performances as "surface soap-operatics of the
usual American production." Senelick's fourth, more specific, generalization is that
"absorption of the Stanislavskian model into an indigenous American penchant for
sentimental domestic drama" has established a tradition of staging Chekhov in the United
States (Chekhov Theatre 283-304). His Ust of characteristics is based on details from
several productions, but Senelick's argument is tempered with an apparent bias against
American efforts. His study resists any discussion of production examples that contrast
his opinion.
As the only scholar to ascribe such qualities to an American tradition of
producing Chekhov, Senelick's characteristics deserve a closer look. Senelick's
components become especially compelling when they are stacked against the work of
Williamstown Theatre Festival director Nikos Psacharopoulos, whose methods and
productions have been essentially ignored by scholars, including Senelick, despite
Psacharopoulos' position as one of America's foremost contributors to Chekhov training
and production. For the purpose of this thesis, the terms that Senelick has ascribed to
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American productions must be better understood and defined so that an examination of
director Psacharopoulos can be contextualized within these qualities.
Senelick uses definitive phrases such as "inadequate training and technique,"
"surface soap operatics," "indigenous American penchant for sentimentalism," and
"absorption of the Stanislavskian model" without specifically defining them. It is the
purpose of this chapter to define Senelick's terms more specifically than he has done in
his book, Senelick supports his nebulous contentions with a limited variety of criticism
and historical record, and he particularly relies on the characteristics of just one
production to support all of his components, Lee Strasberg's Three Sisters:
The American theatre's deficiencies showed up most garishly in the longawaited Three Sisters directed by Lee Strasberg for the Actor's Studio of
New York [...]. Strasberg, the self-proclaimed heir to Stanislavski,
proved a pedestrian director who gave line readings and relied on runthroughs. The consequent performances were uncoordinated, wanting in
pace and detail, and continuity [...]. (Chekhov Theatre 147)
Senelick's four generalizations are closely linked to one another and any
consideration of them must bear in mind that these qualities are interdependent.
Although each reflects properties of the others, it is possible to look at the four
components within two categories. The inadequate training and technique of directors
and actors and insufficient rehearsal methods, while obviously translatable to
performance, are qualities that will be discussed as work that occurs specifically before
and during the rehearsal process. The other two characteristics, the "soap operatic
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quality" of playing Chekhov and a reliance on Stanislavski's production scores and early
models of the Moscow Art Theatre productions, certainly observable in training and
rehearsal environments, are specific traits that will be measured by looking at
performance details. While Senelick's fourth component of relying on Stanislavski's
models suggests an historical precedent for the American development of Chekhov
production, this thesis will begin its discussion in the area of training, technique, and
rehearsal methods. The work of Psacharopoulos in this area is covered in Chapter Three.
In Chapter Four, a discussion of the second group of performance components will
follow with a look at Senelick's labels of superficiality, sentimentality, melodrama, and
soap opera, followed by the historical component established by the Stanislavski
productions.
Regarding insufficient directorial training and technique, the 1964 Strasberg
production of Three Sisters is used to support Senelick's argument that there is an
American directorial weakness with Chekhov's plays, which can be identified in how
Chekhov is prepared. Strasberg had trained at the American Laboratory Theatre with
former Moscow Art Theatre charter member Richard Boleslavski and admired the
Moscow Art Theatre's reputation. Of his 1934 visit to Moscow, Strasberg wrote, "The
Moscow Art Theatre created an intensity of conviction and reality on the stage that was
really unbelievable" (Strasberg 49). He joined the Actor's Studio in New York as a
teacher in 1949 and was its leader by the time Three Sisters was mounted. Senelick
argues that throughout his work with actors at the Studio, Strasberg maintained a desire,
and what he believed was his responsibility, to mount an American production that would
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honor the Stanislavski reputation surrounding the plays (Chekhov Theatre 288). This
was Strasberg's intention in the long-awaited production of Three Sisters.
Senelick concludes that Strasberg's shortcomings may have been the result of a
misinterpretation of his training in Stanislavski's technique and a stubborn reliance on his
own acting method CChekhov Theatre 288-9). This method, employed with students at
the Actor's Studio, was allegedly founded on Stanislavski's system. To support his
assertion that Strasberg misunderstood Stanislavski's theory, especially in regards to
Strasberg's emphasis on the actor's emotional experience, Senelick cites an observation
that was made by Russian Georgy Tovstonogov, who Senelick calls "the most
Stanislavskian director of his generation." After observing Strasberg, Tovstonogov
commented that the director's process was "in complete opposition to Stanislavski.
Strasberg took all of Stanislavski's terminology [...] but he didn't possess the essence of
Stanislavski at all" (qtd. in Chekhov Theatre 288). Using only the Tovstonogov
observation of Strasberg's directorial methods, Senelick asserts that American directorial
training and the synthesis of that training, colored by a misunderstanding of Stanislavski,
into application is lacking.
While he does not cite them, Senelick's opinion can be arbitrarily supported in
reviews from other productions. Mel Gussow addressed what may be the substance of
Senelick's argument when he suggested that director training and technique was lacking
in The Atlantic Theatre Company's 1991 production of Three Sisters, directed by W. H.
Macy. Gussow wrote that Macy's direction "denatures the original [text] and the director
provides insufficient assistance leading the actors into distracting moments of stage
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business." Gussow characteristically describes the actors as appearing to have "obvious
inexperience with the material." Gussow's review of the company suggests that a lack of
preparation, training, and technique interfered with an appropriate comprehension and
delivery of the Chekhov material. Of Marshall Mason's 1992 The Seagull with the
National Actor's Theatre, The New York Times critic, Frank Rich, wrote, "[No one] has
been integrated mto a mutually supportive ensemble that might convey the subtle
dramatic undercurrents that animate [Chekhov]." Of that same production, Rich faults
the director for the "musty style" and "languid pacing" observing "style is too strong a
word for so superficial an approach [...]" ("The Seagull"). These critics have suggested
what Senelick believes is rampant in America: a directorial misapprehension of the
material. In criticism of more conventional American direction that focuses on a
"psychological staging" of the plays and characterized by a "lack of any apparent point of
view," Senelick references The Cherrv Orchard, directed in 1985 by Elinor Renfield, at
the Jon Drew Theatre in East Hampton, New York. Senelick labels Renfield's work as
"slipshod" and portrays it as having no apparent directorial concept. He also places
Renfield's shortcomings as a director alongside Strasberg's to argue American rehearsal
technique is "inadequate" CChekhov Theatre 299).
Senelick alleges that the American Chekhov rehearsal process does not employ
improvisatory exploration, demonstrates a directorial tendency to focus on actor choices
over textual interpretation, and relies on run-throughs for half of the rehearsal process
and, therefore, is inadequate. Senelick calls on Strasberg's rehearsal procedures to
illustrate his argument that the American rehearsal process of Chekhov is "pedestrian"
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rchekhov Theatre 299). Senelick faults Strasberg because the rehearsals for Three
Sisters did not provide actors with table work or improvisation. Senelick denounces
Strasberg for not creating an atmosphere of professional safety and equality in the
rehearsal environment. According to Senelick, the director had little acceptance of
ensemble discourse regarding the characters and text and demonstrated a disposition to
provide line-readings to actors. Senelick faults Strasberg's resistance to establish or
define blocking and a heavy dependence on run-throughs throughout the rehearsal
process. Without making it obvious, Senelick seems to conclude that any rehearsal
process lacking improvisation, sufficient discourse and analysis of the text, and relying
on run-throughs, is an American directorial symptom of inadequate training and
illustrates an inability to utilize effective rehearsal methods. What Senelick does not
provide is any discussion as to why he feels these rehearsal methods are the defmitive
techniques for preparing Chekhov for performance.
Senelick also contends that the circumscribed, brief rehearsal period of the
commercialized American theatre prevents adequate time for building ensemble
companies and inhibits a development of complex character relationships in the plays.
The typically circumscribed, short rehearsal periods often practiced because of American
union regulations support Senelick's observation. Casts are often quickly assembled and
rehearsed for a brief period before the production plays before an audience. Senelick
refers to Renfield's The Cherrv Orchard rehearsal process to illustrate. Rehearsals for
this production lasted two weeks. It is not difficult to understand that a brief rehearsal
time could possibly contribute, as Senelick suggests, to lessened director and cast
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engagement of textual exploration, meaningful and developed discussion of
interpretation, improvisational discovery, and creation of a rehearsal environment that
provides freedom and time for experimentation. Yet, without proof that these techniques
are indispensable, Senelick utilizes Renlield's work in 1985 to conclude that all
American methods of rehearsing Chekhov are deficient.
Perhaps due to the calendar restrictions imposed on the American rehearsal
process, Senelick has perceived a tradition of rehearsing Chekhov that relies on runthroughs as the preferred rehearsal method. According to Senelick, a dependence on this
practice translates directly to inadequate performances on stage. Senelick again uses the
Strasberg and Renfield productions to validate his argument. The New York Times
called Lynne Meadows' 1982 production of Three Sisters, at The Manhattan Theatre
Club, "a stilted and seemingly under-rehearsed stock company rendition" (Rich, "Three
Sisters"). Rich's reference to an "under-rehearsed stock company" coincides with
Senelick's contention that American productions are comprised of casts that have been
assembled quickly, rehearsed on a compressed timeline, and have been prevented ample
opportunity for experimentation with the rich textual elements and multi-layered
psychological complexities of Chekhov's characters, which are evident upon reading his
plays.
Directors, scholars, actors, and critics have identified the importance of ensemble
playing in Chekhov's plays during a century of reading and producing Chekhov's texts.
No particular character stands alone as a central figure in his plays. Characters who
appear on stage for only a short time during the play's action, such as Masha in The
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Seagull, are thoroughly fleshed-out by the author. Minor characters provide a vitality and
depth in Chekhov's plays and are significant to the total piece. Meaning of the work is
less significant without their presence, and in spite of limited time on stage, these minor
characters reveal complexities of the play's central action and require a keen sense of
ensemble among the players in order to capture the intricate world of Chekhov's
relationships.
Senelick charges that American actors lack sufficient technique to embody the
complexity of Chekhov's characters. He argues that the performances in Strasberg's
Three Sisters were "too narrowly focused on discrete emotional displays" and the
production was "wanting in pace, detail, and continuity" (Chekhov Theatre 289). For the
Strasberg production, several reviewers reported that a conglomeration of accents could
be heard in the performance. This detail could have possibly contributed to Senelick's
assertion that actor training is insufficient for creating a unified ensemble. Not
referenced in Senelick's text, but supportive of his argument regarding the deficient
American acting of Chekhov, is the 1929 production of The Seagull. This Comedy
Theatre production was directed by Moscow Art Theatre emigre Leo Bulgakov. Brooks
Atkinson wrote in The New York Times. "Sometimes the spirit of Chekhov [...]
emerges [...] as soft and flabby acting." Atkinson wrote in this review that the
performances "miss the strength and coherence of ideally orchestrated playing" (qtd. in
Emeljanow 344). Even in this early American incarnation of the Chekhov play, the
potential importance of ensemble playing and the presence of superficial, discormected
acting, characterized by Senelick's label, can be identified.
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Senelick blames part of this superficiality in performance on an inability of
American directors to identify the meaningful experiences found in Chekhov's words and
images and to resonate them with the lives of their audiences (Chekhov Theatre 302).
But amidst this argument is Senelick's contention that American performances pander to
the notion that audiences desire sentimentalized domestic melodrama in order to be
satisfied. In American production and performance, Senelick has suggested that there is
a prevalent quality of superficial soap opera and melodramatic sentimentality overriding
the interpretation and performance of the plays. Even though he makes these
suggestions, Senelick offers no concrete definition as to what he intends this language to
represent and exactly how it should be understood.
Senelick does not cite Judith Crist, of The New York Herald-Tribime. who wrote
of Strasberg's actors in Three Sisters thirty-four years before Senelick, "There are people
of cross purposes playing at passion, indulging in self-pity [. . .] while disasters, too
often of soap-opera quality, come upon them in fits and starts" (238), but perhaps this is
where his 1997 notion and use of the expression "surfece soap operatics" germinated.
References to American performances with descriptive phrases such as "indulging in
self-pity" support Senelick's contention that actors rely on a sentimentalized,
melodramatic playing style. Although absent from discussion in his text, a 1992 review
of The Seagull in New York Newsdav may also help to explicate Senelick's point of
view. This production's playing style and performances, under the direction of Marshall
Mason, were labeled "over-decorated and under-realized." Focusing on the performance
of Jon Voight as Trigorin, the reviewer reported "a void in the portrayal" supporting
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Senelick's argument regarding superficiality in the performance of Chekhov by American
actors rNational 399). "Over-decoration and under-realization" suggest that Senelick's
classification of the American tradition of acting Chekhov superficially has credibility, at
least in this staging.
As suggested above, Senelick argues that the American performances of
Chekhov's characters are categorically based on stereotypes, possessing qualities best
described as extravagantly emotional, and reflecting a superficial understanding of the
complicated world of Chekhov's characters. The New York Times reviewer, Stephen
Holden, wrote that the 1990 York Theatre production of The Cherrv Orchard, imder the
direction of Luke Yankee, "elicited performances that seem unsynchronized and in which
frantic physicality and self-conscious grimacing substitute for a deeper revelation of
character." Holden's observation that the performances are cursory supports Senelick's
charge of stereotypical American portrayals. The actors scratch the surface but do not
reveal the complicated inner psychology of the Russian characters.
Senelick's obscure conclusion could be supported by Ken Ruta's performance as
Gayev in the 1996 American Conservatory Theatre's production of The Cherrv Orchard.
which was called a "marvel of sentimentality" (Wirm). This excessive, maudlin, shallow
acting epitomizes the American style as identified by Senelick. It was also apparent in
Andrei Serban's 1980 The Seagull at the Public Theatre, in which Frank Rich of The
New York Times contended that the major performances were "short of successfiil" and
Kathryn Bowling's Nina "never dips beneath the surface" ("Two Triangles"). The
characteristic superficial acting that Senelick ascribes to American performances was also
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exemplified in Joe Banno's 1998 production of The Cherry Orchard at The Source
Theatre in Washington, D. C., of which Pressley from The Washington Times wrote,
"The material is being pushed awfiilly hard [...] but you don't feel it." Scott Elliott's
"superficial staging" of Three Sisters at The Roundabout Theatre in 1997 exemplifies the
Senelick contention that a void of feeling and lack of understanding permeate American
productions. "Longing is whittled to whining, desperation becomes petulance and
passion comes off as bloodless flirtation." Actors are described as overplaying emotions
and utilizing "shaky-voiced melodrama when the going gets tough" (Evans).
The over-sized reactions and reliance on conventional techniques of playing
emotional melodrama underscore Senelick's argument regarding the tendency of
American characterizations to appear as melodramatic representations. This is
maintained by The New York Times review of Elliott's 1997 Roundabout production, in
which performances are described as being "reduced to shorthand characterizations."
Actors utilize "a broad series of personality-defining gestures or the striking of one
emotional note that is held, with only small variations, throughout the play." The
performances are "in one key [and rely] too much on indicative gestures [and]
melodrama" (Brantley). Perhaps this quality is what Senelick is alluding to in his
discussion of the stereotyped, melodramatic portrayals he fmds permeating American
Chekhov.
Within his argument regarding the characteristics of the American tradition in the
production of Chekhov, Senelick suggests that American audiences prefer the
melodramatic style. Without assuming gross generalizations based on prevalent acting
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styles during the course of the last century, or from observing, documenting, sorting, and
comparing the qualities of every American Chekhov production and its reception by
audiences since the Moscow Art Theatre's tour, it is impossible to definitively ascribe
one specific playing style as having any predisposition with American audiences;
nevertheless Senelick does.
Finally, Senelick argues that the American "tradition" of producing the Chekhov
plays is a combination of poor director and actor training, technique, and rehearsal
methods tied to an "absorption" of the Steinislavski and Moscow Art Theatre models of
the works as they appeared on stage nearly a century ago. Senelick writes that American
actors and directors, intimidated by the reputation of the plays and their original
productions, could do nothing more than "speak the words simply and naturally, fearful
of infusing them with temperament, histrionics, or so-called Russian excitability"
(Chekhov Theatre 289-91). This fear and admiration may have contributed to what
Senelick identifies as the American tendency to absorb the Stanislavski production
model.
Senelick takes issue with American productions such as Lee Strasberg's that
attempt to emulate the Russian rendering, misconstrue the techniques of the original
director, and misinterpret the author's plays. Senelick argues that the possible
interpretations of Chekhov's plays were overshadowed by their original staging.
Senelick is not alone on this point. Gottlieb and Allain also assert that the identification
of Chekhov's plays with the mises-en scene of Stanislavski's Moscow Art Theatre
productions was unavoidable (176). Part of this identification is unquestionably due to
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the sense of anticipation held by American audiences who clamored to see the Moscow
Art Theatre's productions and the respect that endured after seeing them. The success of
the Art Theatre's two-year American tour resulted in a growing regard for the Moscow
Art Theatre's reputation of excellence, a high respect for the caliber of its Russian actors,
and a reverence for the unequalled success in achieving modem naturaUsm in the
productions.
In Stanislavski's production score for The Cherry Orchard, each act begins with
an attempt to establish mood. This atmosphere, so carefully organized and established
through production elements, such as sound, became the trademark of the Moscow
productions. Even while Chekhov's last play explored the writer's increasing interest in
the Symbolist movement, the Moscow Art Theatre kept it firmly rooted in the Art
Theatre's mainstream realist tradition (Worrall 522). The Stanislavski productions of
Chekhov's plays had all been rendered from a reading based on a naturalistic approach by
the director, even to the author's dismay. Regardless of differences in interpretation
between author and director, Stanislavski's naturaUsm became the overriding impression
of the productions. Senelick contends that since Americans had no long-established take
on Chekhov, they adopted "wholeheartedly" the Art Theatre's (Chekhov Theatre 175).
This Russian expertise was emulated by Americans who anticipated that the productions
would serve as harbinger of a shift toward more understated realism and even more
highly naturalistic stage effects than what had been explored on American stages at the
time.
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The first productions, arriving from Moscow in 1923 New York, were Three
Sisters and The Cherry Orchard. The Art Theatre was met with overwhelming
admiration, typified by John Corbin in The New York Times. After seeing Three Sisters.
Corbin wrote, "The Moscow players have led their American admirers still another step
into the mysteries of Russian realism, confirming once again the impression of their
artistic mastery" (qtd. in Emeljanow 240). After the Moscow Art Theatre's tour, and
before the appearance of the first American production of the plays, other critics were
referring to the Moscow Art Theatre productions as "unforgettable" and representing the
"higher reaches of the reaUstic movement" (Emeljanow 236, 240, 344). This Russian
mastery coupled with the young and inexperienced American desire to emulate this
realism became a starting point for American directors and actors desirous of creating a
stylistic achievement equal to the one demonstrated by the Art Theatre.
Senelick refers to the criticism of Stark Young as indicative of the American
response to the Chekhov canon.' Young identified the emotional power of Chekhov's
texts and connected its understanding to the superlative qualities of the Moscow Art
Theatre productions. Young was one of the first critics to equate the "complex
playwriting methods" of Chekhov with the Greeks and Elizabethans (qtd. in Emeljanow
244-8). This sort of praise may have elevated the public's perception of Chekhov's status
even more than the Moscow Art Theatre productions alone. Senelick uses Stark Yoxmg's
criticism to track the development and chronicle the establishment of a reverent and nearmythological level of American regard for the Russian performance model. For several
years after the Art Theatre's tour, Yoimg used The Moscow Art Theatre as an invariable
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standard of comparison (Chekhov Theatre 176). From the beginning of American
production, there was an established, understood, and correct manner in which Chekhov
should be performed in America. The perception of verity in the Moscow Art Theatre's
approach to Chekhov was, according to Senelick, perpetuated by Young's criticism.
In a 1983 review of Arvin Brown's The Cherrv Orchard at The Long Wharf
Theatre, the production is labeled "perfiinctory," consisting of "stock Chekhovian
posturing" (Klein). This example offers insight into Senelick's argument and suggests
that absorption of the original production model can be identified and has continued
throughout twentieth-century American productions. Numerous critical responses to
American productions refer to the "Chekhovian" style. Interestingly, the details to which
critics overwhelmingly refer to as "Chekhovian" are foxmd not in Chekhov's texts, but
Stanislavski's mises-en-scene: establishing mood or atmosphere; the long pausing, such
as the minutes of silence he added to the opening of Three Sisters: an abundance of aural
effects; a focus on the lyricism in the texts; and minutely detailed, naturalistic stage
business. These qualities were integrated to aid clarity by Stanislvaski's direction and
became understood as inherent textual components.
When the first American production following the Moscow Art Theatre's tour
appeared at LeGallierme's Civic Repertory Theatre, it was apparent that she was
patterning the Stanislavski versions. Senelick contends "she tried to emulate the
Moscow Art Theatre's stage pictures and deliberate rhythms [...]. She offered readings
rather than interpretations" (Chekhov Theatre 177). In this attempt, the shortcomings
were summarized in The New York Herald Tribune review of the production in which
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the outstanding dynamic of the work was described as possessing little else but a "general
torpor" (qtd. in Emeljanow 314).
In an attempt to obtain the element of mood so vitally present in the original
productions, it is possible that LeGallienne's efforts resulted in the characteristic dullness
ascribed to her productions. LeGallienne's productions were also known for their
laborious pace. She emulated the long pauses played by the Russian actors, paying
reverence to the Stanislavski mise-en-scene for the play. Later in her life, LeGallienne
admitted that the "slow, solemn approach" was patterned from the Stanislavski model of
production and was in direct opposition to the author's wishes (Chekhov Theatre 187).
Senelick utilizes this evidence to point toward The Moscow Art Theatre as LeGallierme's
sole model.
Another 1927 review coincides with Senelick's observation of the American
director's effort to mimic Stanislavski: "Miss LeGallierme did it; it is hardly a
subtraction from her triumph to say that she did it as the Moscow Art Theatre did [...],
for that would only mean that she did it as Chekhov needs to be done" (qtd. in
Emeljanow 317). The notion in this review, which was not referred to by Senelick, is
that there is one correct model and method of "doing" Chekhov. This belief provides
insight into Senelick's contention that Americans have absorbed the Moscow Art Theatre
model, and applied a ftindamental "misunderstanding and misconstruction of Chekhov's
technique [that has resulted in] productions lacking depth, subtlety, and finesse"
(Chekhov Theatre 284). This early response and mimicry of the Stanislavski productions
is a clear indication that there was strong American critical support that existed not only
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to admire, but also to elevate regard for, the Moscow Art Theatre productions. This
critical response to American stagings may have been partially responsible for
establishing a belief that the Russian productions were exemplary models and should be
regarded as the quintessential interpretation of the plays.
Senelick does not bridge LeGallierme's work of the 1920s with Strasberg's 1964
Three Sisters by detailing much of the work of American directors in between. Briefly
mentioning Guthrie McClintic's 1942 Three Sisters. Senelick merely suggests that this
director approached the play as a tragedy. McClintic's autobiography Me and Kit records
that a significant reverence was held by the director for Stanislavski's Moscow Art
Theatre model. McClintic relished the praise of an original Art Theatre manager who
complimented his replication after seeing a rehearsal (275). The production became the
longest-running Broadway Chekhov to date but as received by Lewis Nichols of The
New York Times. McClintic's production was "a parody of gloom" ("The Three
Sisters"). Like LeGallienne, McClintic carried on the American homage for
Stanislavski's original productions by emulating an emphasis on mood.
Forever returning to the 1964 Strasberg Three Sisters for support, Senelick
describes that director's appropriation of the Stanislavski interpretation. "Strasberg [...]
simply sought to recreate the soul-stirring superficies of an archaic Art Theatre"
(Chekhov Theatre 289). Another review, not referenced by Senelick, even suggests that
Strasberg incorporated the expertise of former Moscow Art Theatre member, Tamara
Daykarhanova, as a member of the cast and utilized her memory as a resource
(Taubman). Strasberg's reverence for the Moscow Art Theatre productions is also
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apparent in statements he made to his students: "We were fortunate in not seeing
productions but works of art" (Strasberg qtd. in Camicke, "Stanislavski: Uncensored"
32). The elevation of perception that these productions were works of divine aesthetic
expression perpetuated the importance of the Stanislavski model.
It is clear that many individual production details can be randomly cited to
underscore, support and elaborate Senelick's undefined and ambiguous characterizations
of the American tradition of producing Chekhov. Using the milestone productions of
LeGallienne and Strasberg, components of Senelick's argument can be supported when
contextualized with similar characteristics of reviews of selected productions outside of
Senelick's scrutiny. These additional critical responses offer isolated support and provide
definition for Senelick's vague conclusions. But by relying on these isolated production
qualities and using the most notorious incarnations of Chekhov as his primary support,
without a better look at the work accomplished by Nikos Psacharopoulos at
Williamstown, Senelick appears to have over-simplified and generalized his conclusions
regarding what he labels an "American tradition."
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NOTES
' Stark Young was an important American literary figure during the first half of
the twentieth century. As a poet, novelist, playwright, and director his artistic talents
earned him prominence. He wrote for The New York Times and became popularly
acknowledged as a foremost critic and blunt essayist on the art of theatre. His articles
appeared in highly respected periodicals such as New Republic. Theatre Arts. Vanity
Fair, and North American Review.
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III.

PSACHAROPOULOS: PREPARATION FOR CHEKHOV

"I've said many times that in Chekhov getting there is all the ftin" (Psacharopoulos
qtd. in Hackett, Towards Mastery 182).

Setting the Course

Nikos Constantin Athanasios Psacharopoulos VII was bom in Greece, in 1919,
and reared during the Nazi occupation of Athens. During his childhood and teenage
years, the young Greek staged protest skits and anti-Nazi revues in the streets of Athens
and impromptu performance spaces around the city. After completing his high school
education, Psacharopoulos received a job offer from a local shipping magnate who was a
close friend of the family. In response, young Psacharopoulos composed an idealistic
letter stating his desire to live the life of an artist ID pursuit of expression and aesthetic
satisfaction, instead of a life in business with a lucrative salary. The wealthy
businessman received Psacharopoulos' letter with great admiration and in 1947,
recognizing that Psacharopoulos' parents could not afford to pay for the trip, sponsored
the young artist's passage to America so that the director could pursue his dream.
On full scholarship to Oberlin College in Ohio, Nikos undertook his formal
training in pursuit of a bachelor's degree in drama. Classmates at Oberlin College
included actor Tom Brennan, who would act in five of the Williamstown Theatre Festival
productions of Chekhov, and John Kander, who became a vital force in American
musical theatre. During his undergraduate tenure, Psacharopoulos became a student
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leader, ran an extracurricular drama group on the Oberlin campus, and organized a
summer theatre in Ohio, with the assistance of funds from a friend's father.
After completing his degree at Oberlin College, Psacharopoulos entered the Yale
School of Drama Master's program in directing. He continued to demonstrate his
strengths and leadership qualities and developed an outstanding ability to work as a
director in a wide range of styles and genres. He graduated from the Yale program in
1954 and a year later Psacharopoulos joined the Yale directing and acting faculty. He
became a forcefiil presence at the university, directing many of the department's
productions and mentoring actors at all levels of training from first-year students to
graduates and professionals. Psacharopoulos remained on staff until his sudden death
from a heart attack in 1988. During the thirty-five years of his teaching, Psachairopoulos
remained a central and influential figure in the Yale theatre-training program.
Psacharopoulos' influence at Yale peaked during the 1970s and his students
reverently remember him: "Nikos was theatre to us in 1970s New Haven. He was the
theatre Gotf' (David Schweizer qtd. in Hackett, Toward Mastery 91).' Psacharopoulos'
influence and the respect of his work by those around him was an important component
of the Yale experience for students who studied while Psacharopoulos was there.
For the summer of 1955, Psacharopoulos was offered an opportunity to become
associate director of a fledgling summer theatre company on the Williams College
campus in the Berkshire Mountains of northwestern Massachusetts. The following
summer, Psacharopoulos became Executive Director of the summer theatre and, until
1988, served as the Williamstown Theatre Festival's insightful, powerfiil leader and
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artistic guru. During his three decades at the helm, Psacharopoulos oversaw all executive
duties for the company, directed ninety-six of the festival's two hundred sixty-one main
stage productions, formed many auxiliary performance venues at the festival, created one
of the most respected regional theatres in the country, and successfully enticed thousands
of visitors and residents into a supportive audience at Williamstown.^
In 1962, Psacharopoulos produced and directed the Festival's first production of
an Anton Chekhov play. Audiences at Williamstown voted The Seagull the season's
favorite production. From the success of this production, Psacharopoulos was
inadvertently nudged toward beginning a tradition of producing Chekhov's plays.
Psacharopoulos began producing a Chekhov play at the festival on a regular basis, and
during the next twenty-five years, fifteen productions of Chekhov's plays were mounted
on the main stage at Williamstown, with eleven of them directed by Psacharopoulos,
several of those also adapted by the director.
By the early 1970s, Psacharopoulos' success with the plays helped to establish
that Chekhov and The Williamstown Theatre Festival were inextricably bound. The
Psacharopoulos productions became synonymous with boundless energy, an exquisite
balance of humor and pathos, and a passionate celebration of life. By the mid-1970s, this
reputation was so firmly established that tickets became nearly impossible to acquire for
any Chekhov play directed by Psacharopoulos in Williamstown (Hackett, Actor's
Chekhov vi. 106,164,210).
The height of Psacharopoulos' success and influence with the Chekhov plays at
Williamstown was building momentum during the same decade that he was so influential
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at Yale, the 1970s. By this time, the festival had acquired a degree of financial stability
and Psacharopoulos' responsibility for building this success was widely acknowledged.
Of the eleven Chekhov productions directed by Psacharopoulos, Platonov was produced
once. The remaining ten were repeated incarnations of The Seagull. Three Sisters, and
The Cherry Orchard. Focusing on the decade of Psacharopoulos' puissance, the
productions scrutinized m this study were staged between 1974 and 1980: The Seagull in
1974, Three Sisters in 1976, and the 1980 production of The Cherrv Orchard.
Psacharopoulos' accomplishments led to many opportunities in addition to his
thirty-five years of teaching at Yale and tenure at Williamstown. He taught acting and
directing for nineteen years at Circle in the Square Theatre School, conducted his own
acting classes for professional actors and directors, and taught classes at Columbia
University, New York University, Amherst College, Williams College, and others.
Psacharopoulos also directed on and off-Broadway, for the New York City Opera, the
New York Pro Musica, the American Shakespeare Festival, the Long Wharf Theatre, the
Pasadena Playhouse, and Circle in the Square.^

Director Training and Technique

Psacharopoulos' immigrant background, erudition, inherent trust of playwrights'
texts, propensity for nurturing and challenging actors, and an emphasis on moment-tomoment work, epitomized his strengths as a director. Upon their meeting at Oberlin
College, Tom Breiman remembers that the young Greek had already read over seven
hundred plays (Chekhov Theatre xvii). When his proficiency with so many texts
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combined with a few years of experience, he developed effective techniques for
approaching a variety of playwrights, including Chekhov, primarily through a process of
trial and error.
While his actors and students acknowledge that Psacharopoulos was an expert
with a variety of theatrical texts and styles, including Shakespeare, Brecht, and musical
theatre, it is his instinct for Chekhov for which he is most remembered. After his death,
former student Jean Hackett conducted interviews with some of the prominent actors,
designers, and directors who worked on Anton Chekhov's plays with Psacharopoulos in
Williamstown. The transcripts of these conversations, interspersed with comments by
Hackett, also include rehearsal notes from Psacharopoulos' work in rehearsals for the
Chekhov plays at The Williamstown Theatre Festival. This collection was published as
The Actor's Chekhov in 1992. Six years later. Toward Masterv: An Acting Class with
Nikos Psacharopoulos was published, also edited by Hackett and comprised of transcripts
from critical discussions conducted in acting classes led by Psacharopoulos. This second
book also contains feedback given by the director while assisting actors' work on
Chekhov. Using the director's words and the description of his work by artists who
worked with him, this chapter will begin to synthesize these transcripts and position
Psacharopoulos' contribution in context with his work as a director of Chekhov.
The content of Hackett's books stresses that Psacharopoulos' knowledge and
instinct for Chekhov grew with his work over the years, but it is also apparent that there
was something serendipitous about his origin, his early life experiences in Greece and the
influence of that volatile environment that prepared him for work on the Chekhov texts
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(Actor's Chekhov xviii). Hackett's interviews proffer that Psacharopoulos'
extraordinarily intimate and spiritual connection to the material culminated in active
productions of the plays that reflected a forward momentum, parallel to the pattern foimd
in the daily experience of living. "He was in touch with the beauty of the expression of
the soul of Chekhov. For Nikos, doing Chekhov brought out his soul" (Brennan qtd. in
Actor's Chekhov 38).
Actor Lee Ckant, who played Madame Arkadina for Psacharopoulos in the 1974
production of The Seagull observed that the director had an innate understanding about
the essence of the lives written by Chekhov. Grant credits Psacharopoulos' direction for
providing the guidance, which allowed her to understand the "kind of relaxation" her
character possessed. "It was part of Nikos' understanding from his background, of being
in a situation where people [...] make an art of conversing. [...] Nikos understood the
life; it was not the typical American production of Chekhov, It was a well-integrated
production of Chekhov with a great look and a great point of view" (qtd. in Actor's
Chekhov 70-6). Joyce Ebert, who played Nina in the 1962 production of The Seagull
said Psacharopoulos "hooked into something that was ingrained in his culture^—^the
temperament, the religion, the emotional range that the Russians and the Greeks had in
common" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 132). Psacharopoulos' Mediterranean temperament
may have been keenly suited to directing the characterizations of the lives as written by
Chekhov. Like many of the paradoxical Russian characters, Psacharopoulos is referred to
as kind and cruel hilarious and somber, candid and elusive. Actor Frank Langella, who
played Treplev in The Seagull, told Hackett:
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I think Nikos' complications as a man suited the material. [...] His
duplicity and his truth, his vulnerability and his strength, his
manipulativeness, and his directness, his pettiness and his largess—all of
the things about him that were so volatile and contradictory were [...]
well suited to taking twelve or fourteen characters and blending them
together and watching them interact and watching them break each other's
hearts and hurt each other and love each other, (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov
216-7)
Psacharopoulos may have had an innate propensity for understanding,
interpreting, and breathing life into the Chekhov texts, but actor Olympia Dukakis, who
played many roles in the Psacharopoulos productions, including Olga in the 1976
production of Three Sisters, suggests that calling him anything more than a student of
Chekhov is disrespectful to Psacharopoulos' unassuming personality. It would be unfair
to underplay his lifelong dedication as a director and teacher who craved the learning
process and sought professional artistic growth. Dukakis points out that it was the
process of growth and discovery that most characterized Psacharopoulos' approach.
Working and experimenting, through trial and error, without any fear of failure led to
Psacharopoulos' acquired reputation as an expert (Actor's Chekhov 52-3). Dukakis'
familiarity as a collaborator over many years with Psacharopoulos provides insight into
the aspect of Psacharopoulos that was dedicated to improving and deepening his alreadyhoned qualities as a director.
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Psacharopoulos' expertise reflected not only innate qualities of his Hfe experience
and personal drive but were a result of his life-long training, practice, and technical
preparation of his craft in an academic environment. As part of this training, he
developed an astute sense of how to communicate and collaborate effectively with other
artists. Psacharopoulos is described as a highly articulate individual, capable of
communicating insight and honest feedback efficiently and without reservation. Hackett
notes that his communicative qualities naturally supported the high level of involvement
that Psacharopoulos practiced with his actors and penetrated the work of those around
him in a visceral way. His critique of scene work expressed not only an idea about the
scene as written by the playwright but also a direct translation of the actor's experience
while playing it. "His imcanny ability to articulate the inarticulate of the actor's process
was to a great extent communicated by his tone of voice, his inflections, his physical
energy" (Actor's Chekhov xviii). These qualities made Psacharopoulos not only an
effective director, but also a vital teacher of directing and acting.
Lynne Meadow, one of Psacharopoulos' directing students at Yale, describes
Nikos as a "gigantic talent as teacher and mentor" who was really "one of the most
brilliant and articulate masters of theatre I have ever known. [...] In what always
seemed like record time, he could describe the essence of character, the essence of a
scene, or the essence of an entire play. [...] The combination of his instincts and his
intelligence made him a giant force of sheer perception" (qtd. in Toward Masterv 59-60).
Psacharopoulos was a nurturing teacher and supported his directing students. He
challenged them to find their own vision, to tap into themselves and find the style of their
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own unique directorial signatures and to incorporate it into their work. Keeping to his
theory, he demanded that his directing students discard notions of textual intellectualizing
and, as Lynne Meadow remembers, "Find the root, the primal, the psychological, the
personal, the very essence of their own humanity," in order to find the
moment-to-moment life of the text (qtd. in Toward Mastery 60).
Psacharopoulos demonstrated a strong conviction that the aesthetic qualities that
made for great work were as teachable and usable as the most basic technical tools of
acting and directing. Many of these ethereal qualities were the result of Psacharopoulos'
lifelong development of aesthetic taste, but became grounded in an astute and precise
ability to insightfully recognize moments of artistic purity in performance. Former
directing student Tom Moore said, "Nikos [...] was without question the most important
directing teacher I've ever had. [...] The miracle of Nikos was his ability to see a scene
through your eyes. [...] When Nikos makes a critique it's not just based on an idea, but
a breadth of knowledge" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 187-8). The breadth of
Psacharopoulos' knowledge, a dedication throughout his life to experiment with the craft
of directing and perpetuate his own growth, his demonstrated expertise with hundreds of
directing students, and an acknowledged mastery of his own technique with a variety of
classic playwrights, particularly Chekhov, present a challenge to Senelick's contention
that the American tradition of producing Chekhov can be characteristically conjoined to
inadequate director training and technique.
The actual directorial technique employed by Psacharopoulos can best be
described as one that attempts to let go of apparent technique. Psacharopoulos did not
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believe in a formulaic approach to any text (Actor's Chekhov 94), but he did emphasize
certain elements in the directing process. His work as director on the Chekhov plays was
predominantly actor-centered. This is one of the most frequently apparent qualities
shared by the actors that worked on Chekhov with Psacharopoulos. Fundamental to this
approach, guiding actors as an efficient directorial manager, he employed highly effective
communication techniques, relied on a moment-to-moment approach, and sought
productions that, above all, supported the playwright's text.
Psacharopoulos mcorporated these three chief directorial techniques with a
natural tendency to express the passion of his personal emotional experience. This was
his directorial stamp, or signature; the same element that Psacharopoulos taught his
directing students to apply in their work was also evident in his. "This passion was part
of his personality. [...] This was what he valued in actors. [...] I don't think ordinary
directors see that or do that" (Louis Zorich qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 62). He trusted and
employed this volatile personality trait and did not shy from expressing this quality
himself, often in larger than life proportion, and he brought it to the surface in his
productions of the Chekhov plays.
As a director, Psacharopoulos also developed an atmosphere of caring, loving
support and generosity where his actors were encouraged to take risks in their working
process so that every character's needs could be explored and clarified. Hackett's
interviews unanimously reveal Psacharopoulos as an artist who trusted, supported,
encouraged, and nurtured actors in the classroom and rehearsal hall. Psacharopoulos has
been characterized as a leader who instilled confidence, provided constant approval.
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encouraged risk-taking, urged an exploration of character confiision and vulnerability,
and often employed astute and blunt criticism, but he is overwhelmingly remembered as a
director who supported and fought for his actor's work to succeed. Laurie Kennedy, who
played Irina in three productions of Psacharopoulos' Three Sisters, stated, "Nikos was
always so generous giving actors the chance to try something new." This environment of
safe risk-taking enabled actors to find the behavior, the physical life, and "ultimately the
emotional life" of the character (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 157). Psacharopoulos' ability
to establish a conducive working environment is another piece of evidence that shows he
possessed and practiced an effective directorial technique.
Psacharopoulos believed strongly that directing must provide actors with insight
into the world in which their characters live. He worked with the assumption that
characters must be meaningfully connected to a single event, established by the text, in
order to confront their perceptions and feelings about the world they are dealing with and
what these things mean in that world. "Directorially, your obligation is to make that
event clear, and to make them a part of your world, even though, possibly, they deal with
the event differently" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 143). Psacharopoulos believed that
treating the directorial responsibility of establishing the textual event as a priority
provided shape to the experiences of the characters. For example, the text provides a
clearly defined event in each act of Three Sisters. The central event in Act One is the
celebration of Irina's name day. Act Two a winter carnival. Act Three the village fire,
and the final act is positioned around the exodus of the military post. For Psacharopoulos
as director, establishing the experience of these events became primary in order to allow
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the characters an opportunity to become fiilly connected to the moments of their
experience in context to textual action. The circumstances of establishing this single
event with clarity provided the actor with a center for which all emotions could be
gauged in context to the moments that evolved from the situation.
By focusing on the given circumstances of the textual "events," Psacharopoulos
hoped to prevent himself and his actors from falling into reliance on a predisposed
interpretation, and to keep the process free from a rote approach to the Chekhov texts.
Psacharopoulos regarded his directorial function as being the provider of "shape." As
director, he had no interest in defining the creative limitations of the characters'
emotional lives before establishing the known possibilities and tangible elements of the
characters' experiences as they explicitly presented themselves in the text. "It is my job
to shape, rather than invent. The actor invents. I'd rather see too many things going on
and cut them down" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 131).
In shaping the play's characters, Psacharopoulos focused equally on all
characterizations, including the smallest roles. "Subconsciously, there's a sense of each
one of them as an instrument—^this person is the violin, this person is the piano, this
person is the cello, I think it comes out that way" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 189).
Psacharopoulos' belief in the contribution and importance of all of the play's characters
manifested itself in a tightly orchestrated ensemble. This work was not about discovering
the action that tells the story, but discovering those things that cultivated the emotional
world of the actor so that an experience was created for the actor, which allowed
openness and freedom. "I think so much of directing is making it safe for people to go
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down as deep as they want to, and he knew just how to do that" (Collins qtd. in Actor's
Chekhov 183). Psacharopoulos did not focus his attention on through-lines of action,
emotional arcs of character and plot, or formulaic textual emphasis, but instead on
attainment of actor insights based on character experiences discovered in textual events
that enabled freedom of creative expression. Following this philosophy, Psacharopoulos
developed an actor-centered working atmosphere.
Psacharopoulos was not necessarily known as a patient man, but among the actors
that worked with him, like Maria Tucci, it is apparent that his insightful encouragement
was challenging, yet nurturing, and was a substantial element of the process of working
with him. "He'd give just one direction, one very simple sentence, but that one sentence
informed everything [...] because there was—organic matter—flowing between you and
him" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 191). Tucci suggests that Psacharopoulos' directorial
technique aimed at exposing character experiences, by simplifying the manner in which
they were played. This work assisted in elevating the complicated characterizations
written in Chekhov's plays, avoiding stereotyped representations of character.
Psacharopoulos encouraged actors to take risks and allow themselves to feel the
freedom of not having to do something every moment that they were on stage.
Psacharopoulos was not afraid to have actors on stage that occasionally had nothing to
do. By fostering this sense of freedom, Psacharopoulos hoped that actors would
surrender their need to control the stage and have something planned to play for every
moment. An environment was estabUshed that supported the director's method, which
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relied chiefly on moment-to-moment exploration of the text and resulted in experiencing
without realizing or planning.
Psacharopoulos built this work around the belief that "moments [...] in any scene
need to unfold. Then your work becomes human instead of a phenomenon" (qtd. in
Toward Mastery 103). In recognition of the nature of the paradoxical qualities of the
Chekhov characters, Psacharopoulos had an outstanding ability to enable actors to
experience an abundance of these polarized moments. Incredibly funny moments of
recognition were balanced with powerfiil emotional moments and experienced by
characters, played by actors, who had not formulized an interpretation of the total text.
Psacharopoulos illustrated the concept of this approach with an example: "The director
sets something the right way, but shifts it away from the actor. As a director, give an
actor a wrapped package and say, 'Just open it very nicely and easily,' but then tie the
strings very tight [...]" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 147). This elemental reshifting of the
actor's focus helped to remove the possibility for actors to focus outside of a given
moment.
Psacharopoulos' directorial technique relied exclusively on exploring the givens
of the playwright's text and actively coupled them with the spontaneity found at the
actor's center. Psacharopoulos once told an acting class, "Chekhov's ideas are much
more interesting than yours will ever be, so why don't you do what's there" (qtd. in
Toward Mastery xxi). This inherent trust in the material allowed the actor to disconnect
from planning the experiences of a moment. Tom Moore describes his directing
teacher's philosophy on approaching a variety of writers, including Chekhov, "If you
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don't know the rules inherent to each of these playwrights, it really doesn't matter what
else you bring to it" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 188-9). Identifying these textual rules and
respecting and following them was an essential element in Psacharopoulos' training of
directors. Learning how and when to allow moments of the text to develop in the
production process without forcing a reading was key to his method. In Toward Mastery,
Psacharopoulos discusses a variety of playwrights in addition to Chekhov, such as
Shakespeare, Moliere, Brecht, Williams, and Pinter. He believed that the textual rules
were established in the "life of the play," the given circumstances, and events. These
absolutes were revealed by a carefiil, informed examination and adherence to the world
estabUshed by the text. He believed that all playwrights should be approached in the
same way, and he did not advocate the imposition of any specific style upon text; "Don't
ever assume you have to change the acting form in order to get something out of the
scene" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 35). Instead, he insists, the rules are located only within
the demands of the text.
Psacharopoulos contended that Chekhov defies uiterpretation. "Only the most
arrogant people believe they can go to a rehearsal ready to do Chekhov" (qtd. in Actor's
Chekhov 31). In criticism of other modem directors of Chekhov, Psacharopoulos
disdains an imposition of elements upon the material. "To invent, before you take the
time to discover, is dangerous" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 289). Directing or teaching
Chekhov, Psacharopoulos adamantly resisted making interpretive comments about
meaning or analyzing what the Chekhov plays were about. For preparation,
Psacharopoulos resists interpretive boundaries. After selecting the text for production, "I
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read it, then I put it away for a while. I think about it, let it happen to me in my mind.
Then I form my ideas. [...] I just let [actors] act. I don't say anything until they say
something. It's just much better to let the actors develop" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 2889). The trust in a symbiotic development of the director and actor dynamic was one of
Psacharopoulos' trademark qualities.
Psacharopoulos maintained that by interpreting too much, directors take the
audience's hand and tell them what they should think about a scene. Psacharopoulos
faulted artists who made things easy on audiences. While he carefiilly established the
events of the play for his actors to explore, he did not believe that the plays were about
these events. "Not everything has to be about the big event, life has a lot in between"
(qtd. in Toward Masterv 105). Instead, he taught directors that the result of a scene is
revealed because there are "primitive needs and primitive desires and passions between
the characters" in the moments between the events (qtd. in Toward Masterv 65).
Psacharopoulos' directorial handwriting on the stage could be read in what he did not do
as much as what he did. The closest he came to putting forth an interpretation was in
refuting an interpretation. The most noticeable aspect of his Chekhov productions was an
absent "concept" or "polemical point of view" (Actor's Chekhov 233). This absence was
achieved by avoiding any reading in the moments he created with his actors and built on
resisting interpretive commentary in the playing.
In addition to the emphasis on the moment-to-moment experience with text,
Psacharopoulos actively pursued two other elements in his directorial technique with
Chekhov: physicality and chaos. His direction built moments of behavior that gave rise
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to what Psacharopoulos referred to as the "life" of the material—behavior that "piles up
to open up the world of the play" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 234). This life of the material
was key to the realization of Chekhov's characters. Physicality and chaos are not found
within the specific words that one character speaks to another character. Psacharopoulos
believed these active elements were simmering beneath the surface of the character's
expressions in words. These elements were discovered in an experiential rehearsal
process focusing on a moment-to-moment exploration. The moment-to-moment
approach in this area was built by Psacharopoulos' focus on physical exertion and
activity for his actors. Psacharopoulos' motive for applying this emphasis was that it
supported his objective of achieving a spontaneous quality and enabled the lines of the
text to come out in an unpremeditated, accidental way (Toward Mastery xix).
He adhered to the belief that in the efforts of actors to trigger something in each
other, actors must choose a movement or physical task that created something specific—a
response, an intuition, a reaction that emanated from the actor's physicality and
significantly related to the character's needs. Psacharopoulos' directing student, Joanne
Woodward, observed, "The thing that fascinated me about Nikos was how he brought it
to the body. That certain kind of physicality indicated [...] the emotion, the intention
that he was striving for" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 31). Woodward recalls directing her
first professional production. The Golden Bov. at Williamstown in 1988. After observing
her work in rehearsal, Psacharopoulos offered a suggestion to reposition actors on stage
during a particular scene that was not working. By heeding his advice, the dynamic
established by physically repositioning the actors on stage created the tension and focus
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that was lacking in the scene. This simple insight, based on physicaiity, helped
Woodward realize the essence of the life beneath the surface of the text's language and
enabled the dynamics of the scene to be more fiilly explored.
In addition to this exploration of physicaiity, Psacharopoulos' direction pointed
his actors toward experiencing "chaos." His directorial objective here was to shake up
and pull apart work that seemed composed, measured, choreographed, or preconceived.
His goal, always, was to "mess it up"—^vocally, physically, and emotionally (Toward
Mastery xix). This element of disorder enabled the actors of Psacharopoulos'
productions to realize the passion of their character's actions without relying on the
safety of a prescribed, rehearsed pattern of playing the character's moments. Meadow
described this concept, "I remember his telling us directors that sometimes we would ask
the actors to do a run-through just to reassure ourselves that all was proceeding well—
'There's no point,' he'd say, 'in trying to make a pearl necklace before you have all the
pearls.' Do the work was his message. Probe, discover, play, delve, investigate. And
then throw it all away and just be" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 61).
As director, Psacharopoulos respected the diverse requirements of various
playwrights, including Anton Chekhov. He manifested a connection between his
personal understanding with the world of Chekhov's plays and relationships between
characters. As a lifelong learner, with paradoxical personality characteristics,
Psacharopoulos was always interested in improving his methods and exploring the
boundaries of his own passionate temperament. He was an articulate, consummate
communicator with an outstanding ability to discern what worked aesthetically. He
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strived for letting go of preconceived acting techniques that relied on intellectualizing and
created an atmosphere that was actor-centered and focused on discovering the active,
physical spontaneity of moments within carefully orchestrated ensembles.

Actor Training and Technique

Throughout his professional career, Psacharopoulos dedicated himself to training
actors and developing acting techniques that were appropriate for handling the challenges
of Chekhov's text and characters. During his Ufe, he worked with a variety of actors.
The Williamstown repertory company was comprised of equity and non-equity actors,
acting students and interns, most of them hand-selected by Psacharopoulos. This blend
of backgrounds, coming together at Williamstown, created an electric, heterogeneous
setting that enabled a rare opportunity for actors to learn and work together. It also
provided Psacharopoulos with a range of talent, temperament, and expertise with which
to work on the Chekhov plays.
This section of the study will demonstrate the specific components of
Psacharopoulos' work on Chekhov with actors. An overview of the structure of
Psacharopoulos' working environment and his theories on training actors for Chekhov
will lead to an examination of the techniques he employed. Much of his approach in this
area mirrors the directing methodology previously discussed; many of the directorial
techniques he advocated apply interchangeably with the actor techniques discussed here.
Psacharopoulos worked on Chekhov with actors in two major venues: Yale
University and The Williamstown Theatre Festival. While the atmosphere of an acting
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and directing classroom differs from a summer theatre's rehearsal hall, Psacharopoulos'
approach was consistent in both settings. The transcripts from his acting classes at Yale
and the Williamstown actor interviews show that his theories and methods on acting
Chekhov did not alter according to environment. As an actor-centered director,
Psacharopoulos took advantage of both situations to serve as facilitator for an active
actor-character discovery process.
First, Psacharopoulos demanded that his actors respect the work that was
occurring in the rehearsal room. Psacharopoulos established a classroom and rehearsal
environment for actors that emphasized complete focus built upon respect and
professionalism. No one was allowed to come late or leave early and, above all, no one
was permitted to disturb scene work that was in progress. At Yale, Psacharopoulos
conducted two-hour class sessions and followed the same format, every year with every
class, without variation. Even with first-year acting classes, Psacharopoulos' teaching
methods were accelerated and more advanced than typical beginning classes (Toward
Mastery xv). He avoided using classes, or rehearsals, as acting homework sessions that
delve into textual study, as many acting teachers tend to do. He fiinctioned with the
belief that his actors came to him on the first day akeady well versed with an acting
vocabulary. He assumed that, even as beginners, his actors were adept at developing a
character's back-story, working with the process of identifying objectives and obstacles,
and utilizing sensory and emotional memory, imagination, observation, as well as other
tools of the developing actor.
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Psacharopoulos never placed himself into the role of authoritarian in his classes,
and he avoided delving into aspects of the actor's private life. Unlike many
contemporary American directors and acting theorists and coaches, Psacharopoulos never
assumed the role of psychoanalyst in lieu of being an acting teacher. What he did
provide was an atmosphere where a creative "free for all" was possible. He encouraged
students and actors to go full out in their emotional, physical, and vocal commitment to a
scene (Toward Mastery xv-xvi). In addition, while he never focused on the
psychological analysis of either actor or character, he embraced the actor's private
experiences whenever they appeared in the rehearsal process and urged his actors to
utilize the raw energy that came out of a confrontation between the actor and character's
personal experiences.
In working with actors, Nikos was always more interested in the process than the
result. He was less interested in actor interpretations of choices in a scene than he was in
how the actor executed those choices. While urging his actors to explore character
execution, he always encouraged his actors to sustain personal credibility. "Don't do
anything up there that you would not do with your husbands, wives, relatives, or lovers
[...]" (qtd. in Toward Masterv 5). He suggested to his actors that they only perform a
role when they find something about the role, or life of the character, with which they can
love and connect. His actors were urged to rely on themselves, to open themselves up to
new possibilities for achieving the life of a character, but this must occur by trusting what
the playwright provides in the text.
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For Psacharopoulos as teacher or director, it was not only that his actors must
apprehend these new concepts and incorporate them, but the old ways of perceiving and
responding to character development must be chipped away and challenged. "I think
actors torture themselves too much by confusing acting and the acting instrument with
decisions. [...] The piece of art has to be stronger than the artist" (qtd. in Toward
Mastery xxvii). He consistently urged his actors toward exploring and expressing
themselves within the boundaries of the text's characters, utilizing personal
characteristics to discover a center for the character and create a spontaneous quality in
performance. He coaxed actors to establish a performance scale that was appropriate to
the qualities inherent in the scene while avoiding any demonstration that would suggest
the presence of actor interpretation of the text.
For Psacharopoulos, the theoretical process of acting and discovering character
began with communication, and this process was not an isolated technique falling on the
responsibility of a single actor, but rather a shared experience between players and used
as a tool that enabled revelation of character. For Psacharopoulos, it ultimately did not
matter what preparation of character an actor brought into a rehearsal environment. The
acting process could only begin in the moment of communication between characters in a
scene. This heightened, unified communication between characters resulted in a
connection that forced actors to purposefiilly express something explicit. "And then
reaction becomes reaction. And out of a highly specific way of doing and reacting we
have character" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Toward Mastery 5). This shared communication
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enabled a reaction, upon which this repeated cycle created identifiable qualities of
character.
In order to experience this interactive communication, Psacharopoulos urged his
actors to think of the scenes and plays as having action and development of character that
was not directed horizontally toward a resolution. He wanted his actors to respond more
to the total experience of the character's perceptions and surroundings. By shifting actor
perception away from a traditional, linear approach to the development of character
experience to one that was less restricted and multi-dimensional, Psacharopoulos
believed that an opportunity to explore, experience, and express more complex, threedimensional characteristics could be created.
What Psacharopoulos wanted his actors to do was not complicate things, not to be
wrapped up in trying to play many emotional qualities at once. His point was that
complex details of the play's total world were naturally revealed by the text and should
not be communicated by performances. "The audience is very bright, they can read the
play and get it. They don't need you to clarify it for them. They need you to filter it
through whatever is maladjusted, unfinished, or unsaid in order for the performance to be
interesting and alive. [...] Find that one unfinished thing in you, which is informed by
the circumstances of the play, and you'll never go wrong" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 173).
That unfinished, or chaotic, element is grounded in trusting the text but becomes apparent
by allowing actor response to be played in the character's moments and reveal itself in
behavior that ftilfills the life beneath the surface of the character's words.
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Psacharopoulos often spoke of an "unfinished" quality in performance as an ideal
result of careful attention to communication, trust in the text, and connection to the
actor's center. This quality is best understood in conjunction with Psacharopoulos'
directorial quality of exploring the chaos inherent in character and action.
Psacharopoulos revered actors who explored "an edge and a physical and emotional
courage and the ability to synthesize the scene onstage, in performance—and keep it
alive, 'unfinished'" (Toward Mastery 138). This freshness was not based on making
unorthodox decisions or textually anachronistic choices. Psacharopoulos explains, "It is
only by taking things from each other and responding to them in your ovra unique way
that you find an unorthodox, original way of dealmg with a scene" (qtd. in Toward
Mastery 17). This unique response ideally remains unplanned and spontaneous in order
to suggest that unfinished quality, which he believed was vital in interesting acting.
What kept the actors on this unrestrained track was a constant connection with the
character's center. If that does not happen, Psacharopoulos contended that actors were
"creating" their own acting rather than allowing the acting to "emerge" subconsciously
out of needs, which cannot be completely justified, clarified, or fulfilled. He encouraged
his actors to weave this notion of the character's center tightly within the text. "Go back,
touch it, and then come up with the lines, touch it again and then go back to the lines.
[...] If you see everything in relationship to that center then you are okay, but if you
don't, then you move through all the territory of the play with your work changing on a
dime, which shows that you don't depend on anything" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 29).
Findiag a balance between the personal qualities of the actor, the characteristics of
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Chekhov's characters, the needs of the scene and the experience of the play were not
necessary for Psacharopoulos' actors because the director wanted to create a sense of
chaos, not balance.
Psacharopoulos did not want his actors in balance. He charged his actors with the
task of making the circumstances of the scene vivid for themselves, to create their own
personal responses and emotional worlds that connected with the world given by
Chekhov, and to experience the fruits of that process. "It's always more interesting in
acting if you play against the inevitability of what the playwright gives you with your
own expectations. And then in the middle of it, you find yourself in the scene [Chekhov]
has written" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 148). In pursuit of these characteristics,
Psacharopoulos encouraged his actors to utilize and rely on their own individual maimer
of response. Psacharopoulos wanted his actors to utilize aspects of their own personality
as a baseline for response and to avoid playing the energy that came from other actors in
the scene.

This baseline was employed so that individual actor rhythms would be

maintained and an orchestrated ensemble playing would result. Psacharopoulos felt
strongly that actors should not confiise this rhythm with their own thoughts, their own
angst, their own worries, and the trap of focusing on their own perceived pain of the role,
but instead rely on a personal cormection to their character's experience on a moment-tomoment basis.
Surprisingly, Psacharopoulos encouraged his actors to think of actions to play that
the text's action would never allow them to accompUsh. Holding these objectives in the
actor's heart or imagination compelled their characters to try, rather than make, choices
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that succeeded because of the inevitability of what is in the scene itself. "If you succeed
too easily in realizing the scene as written, then we get a scene that feels like it's been
spelled out with alphabet blocks" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 273). Ideally,
an actor's experience of the play's moment would not be overtly interpreted during
performance but played in relationship to the emotional scale of moments discovered
within the scene.
In order to find the unorthodox reading and explore the scale of a moment
between characters as written by Anton Chekhov, Psacharopoulos enabled his actors to
gauge the intensity of their acting as being connected to the scale of their character's
problem in the scene. "The first thing you have to do is intensify the degree of
importance, the degree of turbulence, the degree of [...] prejudice that connects you"
(qtd. in Toward Mastery 26). Making this personal coimection with the material allowed
actors a freedom and connectivity that perpetuated passion, intensity, and a sense of
controlled chaos and spontaneity, the trademark characteristics of Psacharopoulos' own
personality and his direction of Chekhov.
It has been suggested that while Psacharopoulos was mistrustful and disinterested
in interpretive discourse and intellectual debate about the Chekhov plays, the starting
point and central core of character experimentation was found in the text and in this work
with text, Psacharopoulos theoretically pursued action on the page. He insisted that his
actors pay very close attention to the textual constructs of punctuation, to make the words
active, and not to focus on sentences. He asked his actors to use sentences only as a
series of words so that discoveries of character and action could be realized from a
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reliance on the words of the text. Psacharopoulos encouraged his actors to resist what he
called a "problem that a lot of the so-called 'Method' actors had" (qtd. in Toward
Mastery 111). The problem, according to Psacharopoulos, was that Method actors
routinely hit the center of a sentence, since emotionally the center of the sentence might
be more interesting. However, this director believed that treating sentences, instead of
words, prevented the challenges of the text from being actively confronted and engaged
by actors.
Psacharopoulos urged actors to realize when the language of the text was different
from the language used by the actors, as it often is in translations and adaptations of
Chekhov's plays; actors must find a way to make it just as natural for themselves as the
language of the text is for the characters. This effect was achieved by keeping the words

of the text active and holding off decisions based on perceived emotional qualities of the
text. "It is the line that is active, rather than the feeling about the line. [...] Do not [do]
something with your acting that comments on the form of the material. Do not try to be
poetic with Shakespeare, do not try to be lyrical with Williams, do not try to be
expressionistic with Brecht, and please, do not try to be moody with Chekhov"
(Psacharopoulos qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 239). Keeping the actors focused on the words
and feeling behind the collection of words as arranged by the playwright, as opposed to
the entire text, reduced the actor's tendency to comment upon the material.
In order to avoid commentary, Psacharopoulos wanted his actors to eliminate
concern for finding an emotional arc of the character. This intellectual process often
relied on by actors prevented Psacharopoulos' ultimate goal of achieving an unfinished
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quality in the performances. Believing that people do not always know exactly what their
behavior represents, Psacharopoulos discouraged his actors from trying to name it for
their characters. For Psacharopoulos, once actors make the point that they have insight
into their characters' behaviors they have minimized the importance of "secret, animal
things that are longing to come out of the character," and out of the actor as well (qtd. in
Toward Mastery 68). Psacharopoulos wanted actors to cultivate a process that resulted in
acting that was empirical rather than cerebral. By planning and seeing definitive action
choices as a character, the actor demonstrates a "program of decisions" that appear bound
to text and not to the experience of the character. "The reason things become interesting
is that the life represented is always more interesting than the text [...] and really good
actors have an ability of communicating that to you [...] and that's when it gets
interesting, when the life communicated is more interesting than the form, or text, you're
using" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 131-2).
In practice with actors, Psacharopoulos employed the same techniques he insisted
of his directing students: an emphasis on physical action and active playing, an urgency
to experience the "chaos," and a reliance on moment-to-moment work leading to actor
and character discovery. In the transcripts of his acting classes and in the Hackett actor
interviews, Psacharopoulos repeatedly stated that it is not the actor's thoughts or feelings
or who the characters are, but what the characters do that counts. He always encouraged
his actors to be active, but this should not be understood only as physical action. He
urged actors to work so that they were always actively engaged with textual construction,
given circumstances inherent in the text, and the manifestation of character action.
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Psacharopoulos believed that acting was not a thought process but instead something that
happens with the body and by dealing at any moment with a thought on the character or
the play, the actor isolates the physical instrument from the true sources of acting.
In order to achieve this emphasis, Psacharopoulos assisted his actors in finding a
physicality that tied them to the emotional work. He coached actors to utilize the
situation of a scene as a springboard for character action and not to allow the character to
become inactive, physically stunted, and stifled. Actor Blythe Banner, who played
Masha in the 1976 production of Three Sisters, explains Psacharopoulos' ability for
achieving this physical quality with actors.
In Act IV, Masha looks at the birds flying overhead and says, "The birds
are already flying south. Those are swans, or wild geese. Fly away, my
dear ones, so free, so free from care.' In other words, 'I'm here under this
yoke, and I'm imprisoned in my own agony, but you birds are free and
you can fly, fly away!' Well that moment could be done, you know, very
poetically. And I remember so well having trouble with that moment and
Nikos jumping up on stage, and yelling 'Birds, birds, birds—you want
them to escape—fly, fly, get away while you can!' And it wasn't poetic at
all; it was—active, impatient! As if he were just—shooing them away.
So I tried to do that [...] and he came back with tears in his eyes and said,
'Where did you get that moment, the desperation in that moment?' and I
said 'From you, from you.' (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 23-4)
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Even though he rejected the notion of subtextual playing, Psacharopoulos
suggested that each moment, each word, each sentence is rife with ulterior motives and
other meanings. He asked his actors to imagine circumstances behind the words in order
to explore the depth of the words being spoken. "Imagine that the water you drink is
awful, that the house is hot, imagine that the sheets are smelly" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in
Toward Mastery 83). He connected the exploration of circumstances as the means to
create an unfinished quality. Christopher Walken, a veteran Chekhov actor at
Williamstown, describes his understanding of the Psacharopoulos concept that the best
acting is messy and chaotic. "Unfinished [means] never fully accomplishing the task.
[...] Once you accomplish the task you give yourself as an actor, something gets set in
the performance and then the spontaneity is lost" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 169).
Psacharopoulos' teaching and directing challenged actors to find the spontaneity in the
constructs between the words and the moments between the period at the end of a
sentence and the beginning of the next sentence. He wanted actors to focus on that gap,
on that moment of not knowing what to say next. He wanted confusion, bewilderment
and a sense of search and discovery so that the words emerged from desperation and
uncertainty. This technique contributed to the unfinished, chaotic, and passionate quality
of his directorial method and was the tool he used to achieve the "unfinished" property
that was sought in the performances of his actors in the Chekhov plays.
Central to the elements of actor training and techniques that Psacharopoulos
employed as a director and taught to his students and actors is the moment-to-moment
work that he also stressed for directors. Utilizing the framework of textual givens.
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Psacharopoulos is carefiil to explain what central given circumstances are and how they
should be used. "The circumstances do not come in moment to moment, they are the
basis of your moment to moment acting" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 21). This basis of a
character's givens provides the center to which Psacharopoulos asked every actor to
return. "I think that moment to moment acting [...] does not necessarily mean that each
moment has to be different from others, it means the adaptations are different, but the
center of the material is still the same. [...] But if you do not find that point of view, that
center, then it's almost like everything that comes into the scene grabs you in a different
way" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 79, Actor's Chekhov 295). The connection between
moment-to-moment acting, the actor's center, and the desired element of spontaneity are
grounded by the textual givens and must remain credible for the characters as written by
Chekhov. Psacharopoulos directed Olympia Dukakis' Paulina in the 1974 The Seagull to
express her jealous fury of Arkadina toward Dom in the Act One moment in which
Chekhov writes her character to grab flowers from his hand, tear them to pieces, and
throw them to the ground. Her dialogue at this moment reads, "What beautifiil flowers."
Actor Louis Zorich, who played Dom, remembered the moment as an uncensored
eruption of emotion as played by Dukakis. "[...] It was messy! It was ferocious! No
one expected it! She had sat on the [...] jealousy for so long. [...] All the great things
in the theatre like that had nothing at all to do with language" (Actor's Chekhov 63).
Psacharopoulos wanted his actors to play the essence of what informs these
moments throughout the play's action. If an actor portrays a character's needs only at the
particular moment it appears in the text, then the actor appears manipulative.

Psacharopoulos' technique with actors demonstrated that no interesting acting actually
happens right on the beat. Psacharopoulos describes this idea in a comment to a young
actress working on a scene from a Chekhov play. "You don't have to wait for the line 'I
love you' before it's clear that you really love that particular character" (qtd. in Actor's
Chekhov 248). In Act One of Three Sisters. Psacharopoulos directed Danner's Masha to
caress the lounge on which she reclined as if it were Vershinin, but he refiised to let her
explore physical contact with any other characters until the fourth act. "What that did
was force me to go deep within [...] because I wasn't allowed to syphon off Blythe's
nervous energy through touching. The nervous energy was no longer being wasted, let
out in an exterior manner, but forced to go back onto itself, inside myself (Danner qtd.
in Actor's Chekhov 28). Danner credits this specific direction as the agent that helped
her realize the imploding, building tension of her character's experience.
In Chekhov, Psacharopoulos insisted that the moment-to-moment acting is not
picturesque but informed by a consistent emotional need that is made apparent
throughout the action by the givens of the text. These emotional needs come from either
conscious or subconscious decisions made by the character during the play.
Psacharopoulos was carefiil to make certain his actors did not con&se these decisions
with the results, or demonstration, of actor choices about the character. "I am not talking
about the choices you make, I'm talking about the choices that have already been made
for you as far as the script is concerned. [...] You must start from certain kinds of
decisions, which then leave you free to create and make the scene play on a moment to
moment basis" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 23). By focusing on this moment-to-moment
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relationship of character to textual action, Psacharopoulos forced his actors to disregard
the process of intellectualizing, or speculating on meaning, focusing on imposed actor
choices and to embrace the circumstances of a scene as a "springboard" for traversing
freely within the character's experiences. This springboard became the central element of
exploration during the rehearsals of Psacharopoulos' productions of Chekhov's plays.

Rehearsal Methods

Psacharopoulos knew how to build a company and administer the entire
production process. From its begiimings in 1955 until the height of its success during the
1970s and 1980s when The Williamstown Theatre Festival was experiencing sold out
seasons, each one breaking attendance records from the previous year, the leadership of
Psacharopoulos was cardinal. Peter Hunt, who worked with Psacharopoulos for twentyfive years, and served as lighting designer for several productions including The Seagull
premiere in 1962, became Executive Director of The Williamstown Theatre Festival upon
Psacharopoulos' death in 1988. Hunt credits the growth and success of the Williamstown
Theatre Festival to Psacharopoulos' talent for mastering the variety of tasks required to
lead a theatre company. "Here was a man who knew how to sit and talk to an actor [...]
on a very fundamental, emotional level. And at the same time he was a technician. And
at the same time outside of that, he was also a businessman, he understood the business of
running a theatre" (qtd. in Actors' Chekhov 206-7). Not only did Psacharopoulos
understand the process of running the business, he was adept at the artistic procedure
from casting to performance. In the following, Psacharopoulos' rehearsal techniques will
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be discussed in three parts: casting, format of the rehearsal period, and rehearsal methods
focused on building ensemble through an environment that fostered risk-taking and trust.
Psacharopoulos began every season at Williamstown by hiring actors. After
forming a core company of equity actors, and a second company of students and interns,
the season of plays was chosen. Psacharopoulos made careful casting decisions based on
the potential of an individual actor's position within group dynamics. To determine this
dynamic, he considered what he called the "scale" of actors. "It's more [...] than
choosing actors, it's the way people respond to people, the way some actors respond to
certain other actors" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 106, Actor's Chekhov 83). Psacharopoulos
never made a casting decision based on an individual actor independently of how they
meshed with the group.
Dukakis anecdotally recalls Psacharopoulos telling her that what finally mattered
was not the play or having perfect actors for the roles; the most important thing for him
about doing a play was having a rehearsal room Ml of people he loved (Actor's Chekhov
209). Actor Kate Burton stated it another way, "Nikos chose you because he cared about
the way you rehearsed more than he cared about the away you performed. [...] He just
wasn't that interested in people who came up to snuff in performance but who, in the
rehearsal room, were a total nightmare" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 86). Rehearsal room
dynamics became a central consideration in Psacharopoulos' casting practices.
Several actors, Walken for one, remember receiving a call from Psacharopoulos
the night before rehearsals were slated to begin. That telephone call essentially
demanded the actor's presence in Williamstown the following morning. Actors rarely
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said no to this request because the chance to work with Psacharopoulos on Chekhov in
Williamstown was too desirable an opportunity to decline (Actor's Chekhov 106-7).
Established film and stage actors such as Colleen Dewhurst, Christopher Reeve, Banner,
Grant, Langella, and Walken were among the established celebrities in the casts of
Chekhov's plays. During Psacharopoulos' tenure, the Williamstown stage became
annual familiar territory for many renowned actors.
Psacharopoulos also believed that every Chekhov production should have one
completely undisciplined actor in the cast. He referred to Dukakis, as Paulina in the
company of The Seagull, as such an actor. By undisciplined he is referring to a desirable
quality of inhibition, or freedom, in performance (Actor's Theatre 50-4). He believed
that this undisciplined quality translated into performances and thrust an element of
spontaneity upon the entire company. Psacharopoulos credits this spontaneous presence
as a necessary, provocative component that inspired the rehearsal process as well
(Actor's Chekhov 21, 50-4, 69).
Rehearsal periods with the Chekhov plays at Williamstown were brief. The fact
that Williamstown is a summer-stock company meant that the rehearsal schedule was
compact. The Seagull rehearsed for two weeks and four days. This schedule was
standard with all of the productions, including those of the Chekhov plays, under
Psacharopoulos' direction at Williamstown. The company rehearsed during the days, and
many of the cast members performed in other productions in the evenings.
What Psacharopoulos was able to accomplish in this short rehearsal period was
done so in an atmosphere that enabled unconditional trust amongst the company and
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fostered risk-taking for actors. "Working with Nikos was not about having preconceived
ideas when you went out on stage, it was more like: 'Let's see what happens.' He
created this atmosphere of^a playground" (Laila Robins qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 126).
The actors who worked with him praised Psacharopoulos' ability to encourage and
support his actors in an enjoyable working environment despite the brief rehearsal period
and pressures that come with mounting a production so quickly. While remembered as a
nurturing, supportive director who was encouraging of his actors, Psacharopoulos could
be blunt and challenging in rehearsals, as well. "Never mincing words, Nikos could be
cutting, sarcastic, acerbic, even devastating, but you still had the sense that he was
fighting for your work to succeed" (Hackett, Toward Mastery xxi). His feedback often
jarred his actors and Hackett reveals that actors were not threatened by these qualities but
trusted him explicitly to tell them when something they were doing was not working and
when a moment did not play well.
On the first day of rehearsal, Psacharopoulos always heard the cast read the play.
From this reading, he began to carefully plot the strengths and potential of his company.
Psacharopoulos never made advance decisions about how he wanted the actors to
embody the play. Surprisingly, he was able to maintain this approach throughout his
work on the multiple productions of Chekhov's plays over twenty-five years. "God
knows, that's the reason for doing the Chekhovs over and over [...] again. The &st time
I did The Seagull I was fascinated with Constantin, the second time I was fascinated with
Arkadina, the third time, Nina. And then you see everything from their point of view,
which is not what Chekhov has done in his play [...]" (qtd. in Toward Masterv 145).
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Psacharopoulos' refusal to approach the text with a predisposed interpretation kept his
work at a highly collaborative level, crucially dependent on the moment-to-moment work
with actors in the rehearsal room.
Psacharopoulos skillfully built tight ensembles among his casts, and with the
safety he established in his rehearsal environment, he encouraged his actors not only to
experience the process for themselves, but also to provide support to others. "He just
created a rehearsal atmosphere where you knew he wanted everything from you" (Austin
Pendleton qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 7). His actors were encouraged to support the
company's maintenance of trust in the rehearsal process and capacitate freedom for
others to take risks in their work.
In an effort to coax performances from his actors, Psacharopoulos urged them to
focus on the life created on stage. "Connect to other people on stage with you too; look
at them, establish that it's not always a relationship between the person who talks to the
person he's talking to, but to the life that is going on. [...] In this material important
things come out of unimportant things and the important and unimportant have equal
weight" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 171). In order to experience these elements of the
material, Psacharopoulos guided his actors in rehearsal to trust the manifestation of these
connections. By making a connection based on this sense of trust between actors and the
life of the play, Hackett contends that Psacharopoulos' actors seemed not to find a
process of accretion, but of "messing things up" (Actor's Chekhov xi). The
breakthroughs they came to, the reaching for and realizing of great acting moments, had
to do with forgetting ideas about the play and connecting on a gut level to the iimer
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journey of the characters, in tandem with venturing to places within themselves, and
others in the scene with them that were both risky and authentic. "Actors came to the
rehearsal room ready and willing to make available all aspects of themselves [. ..] in
order to Mfill the requirements of the play" (Hackett, Actor's Chekhov, xi-xii). This
willingness could only have been possible in an environment established by a director
that garnered trust of his actors.
In this setting, Psacharopoulos pursued and provoked actors to take risks; to
explore the unreasonable, the inappropriate, the primitive, the foolish, and the out-ofcontrol moments in the lives of their characters. He accepted and embraced actors who
were willing to risk emotional free-falls and explore imcensored behavior in rehearsal,
such as that which Dukakis demonstrated as Paulina in The Seagull. The benefits of this
risk-taking in rehearsal led to spontaneous, unreserved moments of behavior on stage and
this quality was rampant in his productions of Chekhov's plays. He asked his actors not
only to find something in the scene that beckoned their involvement, but also to permit
the play, the structure of the scene, to take the actor into that world and let it completely
control them.
In rehearsals for the 1976 Three Sisters, actors described experiencing
extraordinary breakthroughs in their work. The rehearsals encouraged work from very
primitive, inner places that begged an uninhibited exploration of experiences such as loss,
sexuality, and aggression. From Psacharopoulos' guidance, Darmer describes
discovering a connection to the location in her body that she calls the place from which
inspiration comes. Dukakis remembers discovering the freedom of responding only from
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her "essential self." Pendleton credits the rehearsals with allowing him to find "a
release" in his work that had eluded him before (Actor's Chekhov 25-6, 177).
Psacharopoulos wanted his actors to focus in rehearsals on the experiences of
their character's lives on a moment-to-moment basis because this is how actual lives are
led. "Let your blood interpret for you. Allow the sexuality to come out in one moment,
allow the fear in another, allow neediness in another. Allowing all these random yet
human things to come out [...] uncensored is the most interesting thing you can do with
material like this" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 47). Rehearsals were the place where actors
experimented with this random behavior and within those unconstrained moments
onstage, sexuaUty, fear, and an unpredictable range of emotional expression were
standard.
In order to help his actors find an emotional quality in rehearsal that could be
explored and regarded as a through-line, or identification, of one strong emotional need
in the scene, Psacharopoulos asked his actors to rehearse the scenes as monologues,
putting all of the character's lines together as one speech. In a scene with two actors, he
would rehearse the scene as two monologues. Actors were only to make demands on
themselves and their partner and to find something to demand of the other person that
could not be delivered. He wanted his actors to attend to these tasks without regard for
how they might be resolved. "Don't worry about the shape of your emotional expression.
Just trust that it's going to work, and the emotion will come" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov
291). Psacharopoulos put the responsibility of worrying over shape in the hands of the
director and, in order to sculpt this shape, he challenged actors to explore contradictory
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experiences with their characters. During one rehearsal, he would give a direction asking
an actor to attempt a moment while exploring a specific emotional quality or experience.
At the next rehearsal he would beckon the actor to attempt a completely opposite notion
with the same moment. "But by the time he got through, you had a whole picture, you
had all the contradictory elements [of the character]" (Brennan qtd. in Actor's Chekhov
37).
Disagreements on character did occur between Psacharopoulos and actors. Cast
member Pendleton recalls the conflict that existed between Psacharopoulos and Colleen
Dewhurst, who played Madame Ranyevskaya in the 1980 The Cherry Orchard: "She
wanted to lie there and be indolent, she wanted to recline and be passive to what was
happening. [...] Nikos had more the feeling that the woman was hurling herself at hfe"
(qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 4). The record of this conflict between Psacharopoulos and
Dewhurst illustrates Psacharopoulos' insistent objective that the play's moments must be
confronted by acting that refuses to comment upon itself by making judgments about the
text or the material.
In order to assist his actors from making these evaluations about total textual
meaning, Psacharopoulos rehearsed his Chekhov plays in small chunks, out of order.
"The reason I continue to do that is just to get people to play little moments here and
there, to just assume that there are all these little pieces of life that exist all on their own,
and then eventually you put it all together" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 181). Lee Grant felt
that this method was Psacharopoulos' way of tricking his actors into getting away from
the arc of the character. "He was so helpful to me in releasmg me from always feeling I
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had to do something to somebody or something to myself, releasing me from acting
objectives" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 77). Psacharopoulos was more interested in
finding the moments than he was in understanding how the moments added up.
Not only did Psacharopoulos believe that the life of the material was found
without imposing a point of view, he did not assume that it lay in sequential, textual order
and he did not rely on run-throughs as a rehearsal method. During rehearsals for the The
Seagull, he rarely rehearsed the last scene. He felt that if the whole play was on the right
track, the last scene would take care of itself The actors who worked on Chekhov with
Psacharopoulos overwhelmingly agreed. Banner, who played the role of Nina in that
production said, "He helped me to find those moments in a way that no other director
before had ever been able to do" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 24). She cites the difficult
changes in Nina's life, as demonstrated in Chekhov's final act, as best confronted after
the first three acts have been well established. In interview after interview, Hackett
reveals that the actors who worked with Psacharopoulos appreciated this method of
rehearsing the plays' scenes out of order. Many, Uke Danner, credit this method with
helping them attain profound insight into their characters and ascribe its consequence as
keeping their character's attention on the moments of the work.
The results of the collaboration in rehearsal between Psacharopoulos and his
actors were seen in productions that emphasized active characterizations, uninhibited
physicality, and a chaotic, "unfinished," spontaneous quality. The dimension, passion,
and intricate balance between humor and pathos, while avoiding a discernible reading of
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definitive textual meaning, distinguished the performances of the Psacharopoulos
productions of Chekhov's plays at The Williamstown Theatre Festival.
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NOTES
' The use of itaUcs inside quotations reflects emphasis found in Hackett's text.
^Psacharopoulos estabUshed an Apprentice Workshop, an experimental Second
Company, a late-night cabaret series, Sunday literary events, new play readings, and
several educational programs for young audiences.
^ Psacharopoulos directed two productions on Broadway. In 1963, Tambourines
to Glorv; written by Langston Hughes; music by Jobe Huntley; The Little Theatre, New
York; 48 performances. In 1988, A Streetcar Named Desire; written by Tennessee
Williams; Circle in the Square Theatre, New York; 84 performances. For the New York
City Opera, Psacharopoulos directed the 1965 premier of Lizzie Borden; Jack Beeson,
composer; Kenward Elmslie, librettist.
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IV.

PSACHAROPOULOS: CHEKHOV PRODUCTION

"Each moment has to have some kind of interest and fascination but no judgment
about what it means in the overall scheme of the play. Then it all comes out in a
much more human way" (Psacharopoulos qtd. in Hackett, Toward Mastery 181).

A Passionate Balance

The Williamstown Theatre Festival productions were known for their fresh
approach. Psacharopoulos carefully crafted a balance between the humor and pathos
present in the Chekhov texts, helped his actors to develop a passionate playing style
comprised of active characterizations, and mounted compelling, popular versions of the
plays that enabled audiences to make interpretive choices for themselves. With an
emphasis on the emotional discovery of character, the productions appealed to festival
audiences demonstrated by the fact that Psacharopoulos' Chekhov played to standing
room only audiences.
Senelick believes that American audiences have a predisposition for
melodramatic display and that American productions of Chekhov are symptomatically
superficial and sentimental. The previous discussion of Psacharopoulos' methods with
directors and actors established that this theatre artist spent his lifetime developing and
sharing a technique for artists to utilize in approaching the Chekhov plays. Implementing
cogent rehearsal methods, Psacharopoulos focused on his objective of achieving a
subconscious level of acting, which helped to realize productions that were anything but
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superficial. Production reviews of the WilKamstown productions offer contradictory
evidence to Senelick's charge that American audiences categorically prefer Chekhov in
melodramatic display. For example, the acting in Psacharopoulos' 1980 production of
The Cherry Orchard was described as being "of high level and of great depth" (Bass).
This review praises the production, comprised of a cast of skilled actors who
demonstrated the complexities of their characters' experiences beyond superficial
stereotypes.
Psacharopoulos urged his actors to dig deep within their own experiences to
discover moments that could be utilized to disturb, disrupt, and disorient the character's
experience, thereby creating dimension in performance and providing more interest in the
character's relationships with the play's other characters. Grant remarked that
Psacharopoulos helped to avoid a superficial production quality in The Seagull in another
way by not emphasizing a "showiness," or flaunting the creative staging techniques of an
imaginative director, but the "humaimess of the characters" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 79).
Actor John Glover explains the director's emphasis on creating the confusion and chaos
that gives Ufe passion by removing the intellectual elements of planning or reasoning
from the actor's process. "I realized what we in this country had lost by trying to imitate
the [earlier] versions. Chekhov had become so cerebral, so heady. People just playing a
kind of existential depression. But [...] Nikos [. ..] was not about that at all" (qtd. in
Actor's Chekhov 143). This director enabled performances from actors that resulted in
productions that could not be characterized as superficially evocative.
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While passionate, physical displays of emotion were present in the
Psacharopoulos productions, the previously discussed rehearsal methods utilized by
Psacharopoulos shows that he urged his actors to estabUsh the scale of their emotional
experiences, and this provided a rich context to support the emotional expression. This
scale provided the boundaries for character expression, and in this process, emotional
displays were based on carefully explored, spontaneous realizations of the character's
experience and not stereotyped assumptions. Performances did not exhibit a onedimensional formulaic style of playing emphasizing clearly delineated character traits,
such as those usually found in traditional melodrama.
Rather than assuming generalized characteristics based on stereotypes,
Psacharopoulos "found the innate attractiveness of every character, even if the character
was an unpleasant person" (Tucci qtd. Actor's Chekhov 192). This detailed attention to
even the most minor characters is in stark contrast to the approach toward very broad
representation of character types generally present in the melodramatic form and suggests
that the Psacharopoulos productions contradict Senelick's conclusion that American
characterizations can be summarized as stereotypical representations. Suggesting that
Psacharopoulos avoided stereotyping characters, even of the smallest roles written by
Chekhov, The Boston Globe review of the 1980 production of The Cherrv Orchard noted,
"The minor roles take on a great deal more importance than usual" (Gray).
Psacharopoulos theoretically shunned making stereotyped choices for character and
worked against relying on a superficial approach, or assumptions, that would suggest a
one-dimensional, melodramatic playing style. Pendleton said, "In Nikos' productions
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everyone was the leading actor" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 145). For Psacharopoulos, the
passions and experiences of the servants were as vital and attended to as the central
characters.
Psacharopoulos' productions explored and emphasized the emotional experience
of the characters but avoided unnecessary sentimentality by refusing to allow the
emotional experience of the characters and the play to comment upon the play's total
meaning. The emotional experience was fully explored and highly valued under
Psacharopoulos' direction, but no specific experiences were given emphasis or stress in
the playing. This quality translated into Three Sisters, as noted in Doug DeLisle's review
of the production: "We don't quite get the gut wrenching agony and pathos often
encountered, but we do get more believable characterizations, more human humans."
DeLisle alludes to the breakthrough Psacharopoulos made with the material. The "gut
wrenching" quality of soap opera ascribed to American productions by Senelick was not
verifiable in Williamstown, even though Psacharopoulos aimed for his actors to
experience their characters' lives emotionally.
Psacharopoulos did not cower from the emotional intensity he found inherent the
plays. He connected the expression of this intensity to the cultural reality of Chekhov's
Russian characters. "In Russian plays nobody is trying to take over some else's feelings.
It's a very American response to diminish or doubt someone's feelings—in the Russian
plays feelings are encouraged" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 283). The belief in a "Russian"
quality of exploring, experiencing, and expressing an emotional quality is directly
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synchronized with Psacharopoulos' theories and practices that place emotions on the
surface.
However, while Psacharopoulos embraced the expression of the actor's emotional
experience, this should not be confused with a directorial permission to display random
emotional qualities on a scale that did not match the personal experience of the
character's perception and need. The Wall Street Journal's review of the 1974 The
Seagull describes the production's sense of emotional freedom, but notes that there is no
"resorting to histrionics" and the performances "avoid the trap of maudlin self-pity"
(Wilson). While some of the characters did express high levels of emotion and appear to
be mired in reflective dissatisfaction with their lives, it was not played without a carefully
crafted understanding that the passion and intensity of expression is tied directly to the
character's perception of the moment.
Banner elaborates this production quality and the influence of Psacharopoulos on
her own process during Three Sisters. In the moment of her confessional speech as
Masha in Act Three, "He insisted that this speech be big, that it build and climax, maybe
that's why I think of it as an aria. In other words, he didn't want any kind of Method
stuff going here, where you're sort of going to it and then backing off a bit" (qtd. in
Actor's Chekhov 284). Psacharopoulos' productions are remembered for their
emotionally courageous and honest moments of expression in tandem with the rueful,
comic reality of the way human lives are experienced, even in the darkest moments.
One of the most obvious, outstanding qualities of the Psacharopoulos productions
at Williamstown that helped to achieve this dichotomy was the carefully crafted balance
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between Chekhov's reflection of human suffering and human absurdity. This approach
created a dichotomous style that artfally blended the inherent pain and joy found in the
lives of Chekhov's characters. The North Adams Transcript review of Three Sisters
stated, "The humanity inherent in the characters is emphasized, and Chekhov's
philosophy takes care of itself (Krawitz). In The Theatre of Revolt. Robert Brustein has
written that Chekhov's plays "reflect both his sympathy for human suffering and his
outrage at human absurdity, alternating between moods of wistful pathos and flashes of
ironic humor which disqualify them from being mere slices of life" (139). This reflection
was typified in Psacharopoulos' productions of the plays, and it can be concluded that the
director's ability to master this balance of humor and pathos was a result of his umate
understanding of the Russian author, his lifelong process of discovery through trial and
error, and his ability to breathe relevance into the performances of Chekhov's characters.
His production of Three Sisters provided a consummate example of this quality.
In the final moments of the play, Psacharopoulos created an image that demonstrated this.
Following the moments when two sisters lose their lovers, and the hope of going to
Moscow once again comforts the three siblings, Dukakis' Olga urged and succeeded in
getting her sisters, played by Banner and Laurie Kermedy, to spin with her in an exultant
dance of life. Juxtaposed with the movement and celebratory hope of the sisters, the
doctor sat nearby in impotent self-pity. This production moment exemplified
Psacharopoulos' vision of truth found in simultaneous joy and despair and supported his
objective of maintaining ambiguity while avoiding an overt interpretive statement. This
final, dichotomous image of the sisters and doctor, care&lly orchestrated by
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Psacharopoulos, created a moment that would have enabled an open reading for
audiences.
The production of The Seagull as reviewed in The New York Times, also
substantiated the Psacharopoulos emphasis on the crucial balance between humor and
pathos. "By stressing, but not overdoing, the comic aspects [...] Psacharopoulos grasps
the essential ironies of the masterpiece" (Gussow). The same element was apparent in
Three Sisters, of which critic Martin Kelly wrote, "Psacharopoulos lets more of the
human comedy in Chekhov's work take the stage." This comic reading was not the
emphasis, however, as noted in Dan DiNicola's review for the same production,
"Director Psacharopoulos and his actors have stretched the inherent comic elements to
the limit without [...] sacrificing the underlying sober concept." Interpretive
commentary on the total meaning of text, predominantly absent in Psacharopoulos'
productions, created multi-faceted, contradictory behaviors that were explored
simultaneously and discovered by actors in the playing of relationships that expressed the
multi-layered qualities of Chekhov's characters.

Respecting Moments

Regarding Senelick's charge that American productions rely on absorption of the
Stanislavski production models and demonstrate a misconception of Chekhov because of
this stubborn reliance, Psacharopoulos' work yields a glitch. While this American
director's approach has similarities to Stanislavski's theories on acting, there is evidence
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that Psacharopoulos did not rely on mere absorption of qualities found in the Stanislavski
mises-en-scene and productions.
The commonality between the directors, and Psacharopoulos' allegiance to many
components of Stanislavski's acting theory and directorial methods, is evident in much of
the work of the Williamstown teacher and director. As acting theorists and directors,
both men were bound to the given circumstances of the text and emphasized a melding of
the emotional and physical process in order for actors to discover and experience the life
of their characters. Psacharopoulos' objective of creatmg chaos in performances that
have an "unfinished" quality has similarities to the Stanislavksi concept of
"experiencing" acting, which Carnicke characterizes as an essentially dynamic and
improvisatory quality in performance ("Stanislavsky's System" 17).
Carnicke describes Stanislavski's theory of the physicality of acting and "scoring
of actions" (24-7), and it can be credited as an arguable basis for Psacharopoulos'
emphasis on physical action and behavioral marmerisms in the development of character
experiences in the moments of the play's action. The idea that a physical action will
inform an emotional experience for the character is evidenced in a moment found in The
Seagull. When Langella, playing Treplev, revealed to his uncle the dynamics of his
relationship with his mother, Psacharopoulos directed the actor to remove a stone from
inside his boot. Without establishing emphasis on the playing of this action, this physical
behavior underscored the impaired and restrictive relationship between the son and his
mother and presented this viewer with a potentially symbolic moment representing the
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character's inability to reconcile his angst with the emotional control his mother holds
over him.
The Psacharopoulos directorial emphasis on the text's primary events, such as the
preparation and performance of Treplev's play in the first act of The Seagull, became the
basis for discovering and establishing relationships and opening up moment-to-moment
experiences for the characters. This focus on the activity of the act's major event can
also be seen as a correlate to the Stanislavksi process of active analysis. "The best way to
analyze the play is to take action in the given circumstances" (Stanislavski qtd. in
Camicke, "Stanislavsky's System" 28). Not fiilly developed and described by
Stanislavski until 1938, this active analysis process attends to physical actions that occur
in the moment-to-moment experience of the characters, and encourages the actor to resist
intellectualizing in favor of relying on emotional instincts. This was a shared approach of
the two directors and apparent in the characteristics of Psacharopoulos' productions.
Stanislavski's focus on the character's emotional experience and the physicality
of character action mirrors the behaviorally centered process at the core of the momentto-moment discovery inherent in the Psacharopoulos method. Psacharopoulos' approach
and technique are also unique and individualized processes. Psacharopoulos' emphasis
on physicality that is based on an active pursuit of character needs is clearly drawn from
Stanislavski's ideas on character development.
The directors also share ideology related to communication between actors.
Camicke states, "For Stanislavsky there can be no drama without interaction amongst
scene partners [...]. Words are one vehicle for communication, but dialog represents
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only a part of the play's total communicative power" ("Stanislavsky's System" 21). The
previous analysis of Psacharopoulos' methods of communication with actors has shown
that the Williamstown director is further linked to his Russian predecessor.
The Williamstown productions of Chekhov demonstrated work that showed
Psacharopoulos' regard for Stanislavski's theories, but also that Psacharopoulos had no
difficulty developing his own production model. Contrary to Senelick's charge against
American directors, Psacharopoulos used the Stanislavski influences he needed and
discarded, bettered, or substituted methods that did not work for his actors or for himself
Fundamental differences manifested themselves in Psacharopoulos' casting practices, his
refusal to establish a single atmospheric mood in the productions, his reluctance to rely
on or explore character subtext, and a theoretical resistance to suggest, or overlay, an
overt and definitive interpretive statement with the plays.
Stanislavski's casting at the Art Theatre was the result of his desire to overturn an
established star system, while Psacharopoulos formed his casts using highly popular
celebrity actors. However, he did not cast celebrities exclusively in large roles. The
1980 production of The Cherry Orchard cast the Tony Award-winning actor Blythe
Danner, a favored veteran of several Chekhov plays at Williamstown, alongside
Superman film star Christopher Reeve, as servants Dunyasha and Yasha, and screen
legend Celeste Holm as the governess, Carlotta. Unlike Stanislavski, who rehearsed
Chekhov's plays for months, conducted prolonged conversations on textual interpretation
and explored character in improvisatory exercises, Psacharopoulos did not condone
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intellectual discourse at lengthy table sessions, nor did he implement improvisatory
experimentation of text during his two to three week rehearsal periods.
The mises-en-scene of Stanislavski were distinguished by an emphasis on mood
(Stroyevna 47). Director Stanislavski methodically plotted this atmospheric quality in
detailed notes that carefully guided the use of pause, sound effects, character subtext, and
naturaUstic settings. Psacharopoulos rejected these elements of the Russian director's
method, as evidenced by his statement, "You must never allow the form of the material to
stop the life of the material. Do not think about an 'air' for the scene, a feeling for the
scene, a mood for the scene" (qtd. in Toward Mastery 39). This establishment of mood,
rejected by Psacharopoulos, emerges as the most significant difference between the two
directors. A 1980 review of The Cherrv Orchard suggests that the Psacharopoulos
production did not wallow in long pauses attempting to create atmosphere. Reviewer
Milton Bass wrote that the production was "a magnificently mounted piece of theatrical
entertairmient that moves with the speed of lightening [...] and that holds you close
while you are watching it." The Times Union [Albany] wrote that the same production
"loses the Chekhovian mood" and suggests that there was an absence of production focus
on "establishing an atmospheric statement" (Kelly). The Boston Globe offered
concurrence when James R. Gray wrote, "Psacharopoulos' staging is fluid and energetic
[and makes] the evening a good deal less drab than would ordinarily be the case."
Psacharopoulos attended to the pauses called for by the text but avoided the imposition of
additional pausing like that which is often associated with Stanislavski's mises-en-scdne.
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Michael Krawitz, in a review of Three Sisters, placed the Psacheiropoulos
treatment of mood in context with other directors who rely on establishing atmosphere in
the productions. He wrote that directors too often succumb to the "temptation to allow
the delicately woven threads of unrealized dreams and wistfully missed opportunities to
become masked in pregnant pauses and meaningfiil sighs." Psacharopoulos avoided this
trap by encouraging the play to use its "self-contained energy, telescoped time frame, and
sparity of construction to provide a swiftly moving unraveling of events which leave us
pretty much where we started, but oh so much wiser for the journey."
If there was an identifiable, characteristic, emotional element in the
Psacharopoulos productions of the Chekhov plays, it was not melancholia or boredom,
but a joyous celebration of life. Pendleton suggests that there was a connection that went
beyond Psacharopoulos' personal belief that Chekhov's plays were celebratory. The
director held that the play's characters were also joyous, no matter how much pain they
were in. "Three Sisters, probably more than any other play I know, is about the simple
heroism of getting through the day. Not plodding through the day, but really, really
getting through the day. And Nikos found that in these plays. [...] No one I know ever
saw that before Nikos" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 10). Pendleton suggests that
Psacharopoulos' take on the characters was an optimistic reworking, free of melancholic
self-reflection. If there was an outlook in his productions, it was antithetical to suffering
and gloomy reflection of loss and forfeited hope.
Unlike many directors following the Stanislavski model of utilizing character
subtext in the playing of actions, Psacharopoulos did not support any actor exploration of
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the character's subtextual experience. Nothing remained hidden, reserved, bottled up, or
secretive in the Williamstown productions. "There had been a cliche for many years,
certainly in America, that the whole secret to Chekhov was in the subtext, in what you
were not saying. [...] Nikos put all that to rest" (Pendleton qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 2).
Psacharopoulos separated himself from the Russian director by espousing that what the
characters say is exactly what they mean, and that this is a direct, literal expression of the
passionate feelings that the characters are experiencing in the moment. Consequently,
actors were encouraged to allow characters to be played authentically from the
experience in the given moment. Instead of secretive subtext, Psacharopoulos sought to
elevate a passionate expression of life from beneath the surface of Chekhov's characters
and it resulted in a taut and focused playing style demonstrated by production qualities
that were driven by active expression.
This "in-the-moment" quality of Williamstown performances was not inspired by
the Stanislavski mises-en-scene. It was not about simmering emotions hidden discretely
beneath the surface played in tandem with an emphasis on the foreign, historic, and
poetic qualities of the language or possessing a directorial focus evidenced by stylized
composition and stage pictures. The Trov Times-Record review of the 1976 production
of Three Sisters identified these qualities. "Psacharopoulos has approached the play in a
contemporary manner, changing the shift of the play from classical to quite modem. The
players speak without traces of accents imposed, the action is fluid rather than strictly
blocked, and the emphasis is on rapid pacing and hot emotions." The reviewer proceeds
to suggest that Psacharopoulos has broken ground with his new versions of the plays.
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"While this approach may buck tradition [...] it is a wholly valid point of view which
deserves a place amongst the more traditional mountings" (DeLisle). Two years before
Strasberg's 1964 production, Psacharopoulos was experimenting with Chekhov in
America, but Senelick does not credit experunentation as having begun in American
productions until Andrei Serban's 1977 production of The Cherry Orchard at the Vivian
Beaumont Theatre for Joseph Papp's New York Shakespeare Festival rChekhov Theatre
297). In doing so, he disregards the Psacharopoulos irmovations from fifteen years
before.
In the course of Psacharopoulos' developing experiment with Chekhov,
Pendleton, who appeared in several Psacharopoulos productions of Chekhov, directed
Uncle Vanva at Williamstown in 1972 and worked in tandem with Peter Hunt to operate
the company upon Psacharopoulos' death, asserts that there was a specific way in which
artists worked on Chekhov in Williamstown. It had to do with the essence of the
Chekhov passion as understood by Psacharopoulos and the urgent physicality he
encouraged in the moment-to-moment experiences of the characters in the plays (Actor's
Chekhov 12). Pendleton connects the Psacharopoulos instinct for understanding the
play's abundance of life with the exciting behavior that manifested itself onstage in his
productions.
One of the most outstanding examples of this explosive, passionate, physical
expression of behavior appeared in the 1976 production of Three Sisters. With Banner's
Masha positioned at the downstage left comer of the stage and Ken Howard's Vershinin
at the upstage right comer, Psacharopoulos directed Daimer to literally hurl herself
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through the air toward Vershinin upon their characters' parting. Banner initially
wondered if this display would work, but a careM grounding of the moment within the
scale of her character's experience and needs, allowed her to explore her director's
vision. Danner stated that this moment elicited gasps from every audience: "It was a
beautifiilly orchestrated moment" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 28). Audiences were stunned
by the vulnerability Danner was able to express and the moment is repeatedly referred to
throughout Hackett's interviews by actors who saw it as one of the most moving and
memorable moments on the Williamstown Festival stage.
This abundance of life and exciting behavior was realized in productions that
were designed in a significantly different manner than the touring productions of the
Moscow Art Theatre. Stanislavski's mises-en-scene elaborately detailed highly
naturalistic settings and stage effects, such as sound. Stanislavski's artistic partner,
Nemirovich-Danchenko, wrote, "Three dimensional rooms, with real knobs on doors and
historically accurate props and costumes [...] and most especially sound, served to
stimulate the actor's imaginations by creating distinct atmospheres" to describe the
naturalistic settings used in the Moscow Art Theatre's productions (100). The
Stanislavski productions reproduced reality as closely as possible when they were in
Moscow, and despite a shift in Stanislavski's belief as to how the plays should be
designed, that naturalism continued during the American tour of the 1920s.
Details culled from The Williamstown Theatre Festival production photographs
reprinted in Jean Hackett's text, review descriptions, and the video recording of the 1974
production of The Seagull suggest that Psacharopoulos and his designers created
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productions that did not seek this naturalistic end. Psacharopoulos and designers at
Williamstown were experimenting with the Chekhov plays' relationship with naturalism
as early as D. Atwood Jenkins' 1965 set for Three Sisters. This design utilized three
highly symbolic, suggestive birch trunks in a starkly unrealistic fourth act setting. Tony
Straiges also designed a highly symbolic set for Three Sisters in 1976. This design
mingled realistic elements with oversized, symbolic ones. For example, a wall-less house
in Act One placed the Prozorov living room in an orchard of birch trees. In the third act,
naturalistic windows were exaggerated by height and an abundance of fabric, and highly
stylized lighting was employed to create dramatic, exaggerated shadows across the
playing area.
The set design of the 1980 Cherrv Orchard by Andrew Jackness was also highly
suggestive and included a carefiil blending of detailed naturalism with suggestive
representation. Detailed, period fiimiture was eclectically combined with anachronistic
props, such as a musician's triangle made of wood. According to reviewer Jim Kunstler,
Robert Darling designed "some really haunting and evocative sets; a birch-groved
exterior before a cyclorama beautifully lit by Peter Hunt, and an artfully decayed skeletal
interior" for the 1974 production of The Seagull. The videotaped version of that
production did not utilize any sound effects beyond those referenced in the dialogue of
the text and lively incidental music between acts.
The costume design for all of the Williamstown productions adhered to a reaUstic,
unglamorized depiction of Russian fashion from the turn of the twentieth century. Peter
Hunt, the lighting designer for six of the Psacharopoulos productions, told Hackett that
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there were never "little" cues in the Chekhov productions, in fact no cue sheets were ever
written. "An act begins as the playwright has described it and then throughout the act the
inevitable change of light is just one long, moving cue" (qtd. in Actor's Chekhov 202).
The realistic elements of the costume designs and the general approach with lighting
designs provided a naturalistic contrast to elements of the set designs and may have
served to ground the plays in their time period, while also providing a hint of their
Russian locale. These elements of production design could have helped to minimize
alienating American audiences, strengthened by Psacharopoulos' efforts to access the
language of the texts for his audiences by eliminating actor accents. This might have
assisted in diminishing distance that audiences may have brought on their own to the
theatre based on the plays' reputations as literary classics. While Psacharopoulos utilized
many of the theories and processes established by Stanislavski, it is evident that he did
not passively recreate copies in accordance with the Russian director's production
examples. Once again, Psacharopoulos is clearly positioned outside of Senelick's
characteristics and it would be without foundation to arbitrarily identify Stanislavski's
historical precedent as the mode of interpretation and production of Chekhov's plays at
The Williamstown Theatre Festival.
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V. PSACHAROPOULOS AND AN AMERICAN TRADITION

"The play became a piece of life and, like life, interpreted itself (Psacharopoulos qtd. in
Hackett, The Actor's Chekhov 234).

Placing the work of Nikos Psacharopoulos within Laurence Senelick's
ambiguously generated components of an American tradition overwhelms the charges
made by the Tufts scholar. Exploring the specific characteristics in the life and learning
practices of Psacharopoulos; his approaches to the crafts of directing and acting, the
details of his rehearsal methods; and the production elements of his work on Chekhov's
plays is clear evidence that Senelick's four components are not rudimentarily applicable
to all American directors of Chekhov.
While Senelick never articulates what he believes to be adequate director and
actor training, Psacharopoulos' biographical experience, formal education, career as a
teacher of directors and actors in one of the United States' most prestigious drama
programs and regional theatres, dedication to professional growth, and position as a
formidable Chekhov mentor can be held against Senelick's hypothesis that Americans are
inadequately trained to handle Chekhov's plays. Psacharopoulos himself, as well as the
directors, actors, students, interns, and audiences that were touched by his work were
motivated, challenged, and ameliorated by his productions of Chekhov's plays.
In the second half of Senelick's charge regarding American directors and actors,
the scholar challenges the techniques employed in their work on Chekhov. Basing this
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assumption on the beUef that Americans are unaware of the specific methods inherent to
Chekhov, without specifying what they are, Senelick asserts a shortfall. Psacharopoulos'
experiment with Chekhov lasted twenty-five years at Williamstown and his technique
consisted of a system based on trial and error. Psacharopoulos dedicated himself to a
lifelong desire to leam and improve his techniques. Basing much of his approach on the
great example set by Stanislavski's lifelong theories of working with actors,
Psacharopoulos developed his own techniques in accordance with the belief that there
were as many valid techniques, approaches, and formulas for directing and acting as there
were individual artists honing their craft. Psacharopoulos formulized his technique with
Chekhov, bearing primary respect for the text and enabling discovery on a moment-tomoment basis, without depending on a predisposed interpretive point of view.
Senelick attacks the American rehearsal process for its brief, circumscribed
schedules and reliance on run-throughs. He cites a lack of table work, interpretive
discourse, and improvisational experimentation as shortcomings. Psacharopoulos is the
ideal example of an individual director who practiced every one of the rehearsal methods
that Senelick identifies as inadequate. Nevertheless, Psacharopoulos achieved
productions that cannot be reconciled with Senelick's other components. What Senelick
does not do is estabUsh why table work, interpretive discourse, and improvisation are
necessary in order to obtain fully realized productions of Chekhov. Reviews and
audience response to the Williamstown productions have established compelling
evidence that the rehearsal methods that Senelick calls inadequate are not so, and the
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techniques he calls essential, such as improvisation, are not necessarily vital to achieving
interesting, active, and well-realized productions.
Psacharopoulos' productions were physically and emotionally forceful. This
expressive freedom and explosive energy may be what Senelick meant by his label "soap
operatic." Since the scholar never directly defines his term, it is impossible to know
precisely what he means, but it is evident that the superficial, sentimental, melodramatic
qualities that Senelick ascribes were not overriding characteristics in productions and
performances on the Williamstown stage. Psacharopoulos did absorb what he needed
and applied what worked with his methods from the model established by the work of the
original Russian director. His refusal to identify mood, his use of celebrity actors, his
brief rehearsal periods, his experimentation with non-naturalistic design elements, and his
close association with Chekhov's own philosophy of the plays' strong element of comedy
(Camicke, "Stanislavsky in the US" 24-6; Schmidt 1), discoimect him from Stanislavski.
After examining the work of this important teacher and director, it should be
clear that any discussion of an "American tradition" as it applies to the production of
Chekhov cannot be held without considering Psacharopoulos' work as an important part
of that legacy. By omitting a substantive examination of this director's contribution,
Senelick has made his conclusions without considering all of the evidence. Perhaps it
would be better to consider the components of an Americtm tradition to be as individual
as the many directors, actors, and designers who work on Chekhov's plays. As
Psacharopoulos declared that there were as many methods and theories of acting and
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directing as there are artists, perhaps the range of an American tradition in producing the
Chekhov canon must be regarded synonymously.
As this thesis has demonstrated in the second chapter, which sought to establish
parameters of Senelick's inferences, it is possible for any scholar to selectively focus on
production responses that support any point of view. With this understanding, it is
unreasonable for any unbiased study to conclude that random generalities apply to a total
culture's contribution.
Psacharopoulos had an impact on thousands of theatre practitioners, many at
Williamstown, and his productions of-the Chekhov plays moved hundreds of thousands
of audience members who celebrated the joyous passion and physical life the director
infused into the texts. As the foimder of a major regional theatre, his groundbreaking
work with Chekhov in America firmly established The Williamstown Theatre Festival's
quintessential reputation and perpetuated success that has continued for the company
long after his death. It is not unreasonable to connect Psacharopoulos' 1962-1988 work
on the Chekhov plays, his decades-long building of the festival's reputation for
excellence, and the increasing numbers of audiences at Williamstown with the company's
2002 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre, a culmination of fifty years of
distinction.
According to Psacharopoulos, the artist must always be secured to the elements
provided by the playwright's text. The text must be communicated on stage in the
moment only as it is grounded at the character's center. Primarily, the artist must trust
that the text, like Ufe, interprets itself Finally, it may have been Anton Chekhov who
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best, and unknowingly, conjectured on the significance of Nikos Psacharopoulos'
contribution to the American legacy of Chekhov production when he wrote from Moscow
on 27 October 1888 that the artist should not be a judge of his characters or of what they
say, but only an objective observer (Hellman 56-60).
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